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FOREWORD

This document presents the details of the design
trade-offs leading to the preliminary design of the
one-man lunar flying vehicle. This work was accom-

plished under the One-Man Lunar Flying Vehicle
Contract.{NAS9-9045), conducted by the North American
Rockwell Space Division for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center,Houston, Texas. An appendix to thisvolume is sub-
mitted under separate cover. Other volumes to this

report are:

Volume I. Summary
Volume Z. Mission Analysis

Volume 3. Subsystem S;udies
Volume 5. Preliminary Design and Specifica_:ions
Volume 6. Training and Resources Plans
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INTRODUCTION

__-crf_'I)69-41_-eeveT_s/the genera! subjects of configuration_
design and design integrationof the lunar flyingvehicle (LFV). fThe resui-ts
of the landing gear subsystem, structure, and payload integrationdesign
studies are included. Design integrationaspects covered include human

factors, reliability,mass properties, and lunar support equipment. A11
of these subjects are treated in detailas part of the design of the baseline
vehicle. Vehicle options involving modification of the baseline vehicle are

covered separately. These options includeaversion that has a maximum

payload capabilit_Iof I00 pounds, as opposed to 370 pounds for the baseline
vehicle;a vehicle modified for earthshine operations instead of the baseline

daylightoperations; and a vehicle capable of escape to lunar orbit with two
crew members. An alternate design for the baseline mission using avail-

able engines in a pulsed mode is also described.

!
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BASELINE VEHICLE

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

This section discusses the configuration (general form) of the vehicle

and its major subsystems and structural elements. The relationship of the

vehicle formtothe conclusions of the functional studies is described b 7 first

considering the parametric phase of conceptual design development, and

fiuaUy the preliminary design phase, or optimized general arrangement

design development.

Parametric Phase Concepts

Although the emphasis in this report is on the work performed under

contract, considerable concept development had been accomplished prior to

the initiation of this study. The precontract work consisted of the explora-

tion of a broad range of concepts and was most useful in showing the inter-
actions involved in integrating configurations in which the number of

propellant tanks, engines, type of control, and landing gear arrangement
were varied. To indicate the nature and extent of the precontract concept

development, a representative selection of these drawings is included as

Appendix C.

Conceptual Design Approach

The primary factors influencing general vehicle arrangement are LM

stowing, operatier.,al and mission constraints, and the functional/installation

requirements of the various subsystem concep%s considered. The method
used to satisfy these many requirements and the sequence of work are shown

in the logic diagram of Figure I. The study was initiated by issuing a

control configuration, which consisted of a design drawing and a 6escriptive

definition of the characterist:cs of the baseline design point. As the study ::

progressed and significant changes accumulated, the control configuration _

was updated. As concepts v ere developed, mass properties and reliability _

characteristics were assessed, permitting configuration concept screening,
and finally, selection. A_, described in other sections of th_s report,

certain areas were handled separ_,tely as sabassemblies to permit focusing

of reliabilityand/or weight comparisons. Amot_g these were the engine/ _

control mechanization studies, and the comparison of landing gear i

alte rnative s.

(-
3-
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Concept Evolution

The initialcontrolconfigurationis illustratedin Figure Z. It represents
the results of the precontract activityand incorporates two spherical propel-

lant tanks, four gimbaled engines in a central cluster, arability-augmented
control util_.ingelectromechanical actuators, and a landing gear featuring

at-pad attenuators. The positionof the pilotin this design is unrestrained
and standing. In compliance with a contract provision that was removed
near the midpoint of the study, the vehicle incorporated provisions to carry
a rescued astronaut in a reclining position. The characteristics of this

_a3epoint design are described in more detailas follows:

I. Two g0-inch _liameter,modified Gemini spherical propellanttanks

Z. Two Apollo SM RCS pressurant vessels

_ 3. LM descent stage residual propellant, Aerozine 50/N204 at a
mixture ratio of 1. 6

4. Four engines with throttling from 18 to 90 pounds thrust, area

ratio of 40, IZ0 psia chamber pressure

5. Engines gimbaled individuallyfor redundant pitch, yaw, and
roll control

_ 6. Stability-augmented control, electrornechanical ac_.uators

7. Truss-designed LFV body structure

8. Four-leg, nonattenuating truss struts, omnidirectional landing
capabili_y

9. Attenuation at each pad with a hydraulic attenuator for vertical

velocity and an internal spring attenuator for lateralvelocity

I0. Landing criteriaof Z0 degrees tipover safety margin, 6 feet
per second (fps)vertical velocity, Z fps horizontal velocity,

3 degrees per second (deg/sec) attituderate, 10-degree initial
attitude,10-degree ground slope, 8 g maximum vertlcal decel-
eration, rock impact (no sliding)

1 1. Eight-inch minimum ground clearance

" 12. Two LFV's per LM landing which can be removed, deployed,
transferred to takeoff site, and fueled by one astronaut with

-5-
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minimum hazard to the astronaut and with minimum needs for

time and physical exertion by the astronaut

13. Payload capability of 370 pounds of scientific equipment,
disabled astronaut, or additional propellant

14. Pilot in an unrestrained standing position

To improve the baseline design, the factors receiving emphasis in the
beginning of the study were weight reduction, reduction of center of gravity
(c. g. ) height to improve toppling stability with a given landing gear spend,
and stowability.

Several studies were conducted to lower the c.g. height. One of these

involved a recessed-deck concept. As shown in Figure 3, this design was
treated parametrically with passenger position, engine quantity, arrange-
ment, and gimbal angle being varied for each concept so that the character-
istics of the design with respect to engine cant angle, tank centerline

spacing, c.g. location, gear spread, and pilot foot placement could be
determined. All of the concepts considered reduced the c.g. height from |
57. 1 inches to approximately 49 inches, with proportional reductions in

(_ gear {ootprint and with improved stowability. Concept B-7 of 3
Figure was

selected after evaluation, since it offered the best pilot foot placement, tb.e -;
lowest engine spacing, the least engine cant angle, and the lowest tank _

centerline spacing. This concept was then developed more fullyas shown

in Figure 4.

Another concept developed to lower the c.g. is shown in Figure 5.
This concept is based on a requirement that the vehicle always carry a :!

minimum payload of at least 130 pounds. This permits the pilotto be
located at a low elevation(by moving him away from the vehicle centerline)
and stillmaintain balance.

Both of the concepts described for lowering the c.g. with a standing
pilotinvolved serious compromises. The recessed-deck design required
engines to be spaced so far outboard that rotationalmoments induced upon
loss of an engine would be excessively high. This would adversely affect

the abilityto recover that is needed to attainthe reliabilityadvantage of
engine=out capability. The minimum=payload concept also incurred a
serious compromise in the restrictionon operational capability.

The need to reduce c.g. height was finallyremoved by a change in
the control configurationconcept to a seated pilotdesign. As described in

" another section of this voluma, this change was a result of other factori,m_-_¢ important of which was the low g-tolerance level of the pilot in the
standing position. However, a beneficial result o_ the change was lowering

-9-
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of the c.g. to a point where no further reduction was necessary. A subsequent

change to the NASA requirements, which eliminated the provision for carry-

ing a rescued astronaut, permitted the c.g. to be lowered even further.

However, even if that provision were reinstated as a requirement, the

increased c.g. height would not be considered excessive. The primary

result would be an increase in the allowable minimum vertical velocity con-

dition for toppling stability.

A subsequent important change in the selected concept involved the

change to an integral leg frame gear from an independent at-pad attenuated

truss type of gear. The basis for this change is described in this volume

in the section on landing gear.

An examination of the factors affecting selection of engine mixture

ratio revealed that a change to a mixture ratio of 1.5 from the previous

value of 1. 6 was in order. The change incurred a loss of approximately

3 seconds in specific impulse but had no adverse effect on the development
rtatus of available hardware. The lower mixture ratio decreases tank

centerline spacing, which improves LM stowing dimensions - and more

important, the change is consistent with the most probable value of LM

residual propellant mixture ratio, as noted in Reference 1.

Two other configuration alternatives were seriously considered in the
conceptual phase of the general arrangement study. However, these did not

result in changes to the design, since the choices used in the initial control

configuration were maintained. One of these was a four-tank paral!el-feed

design which, being more compact, indicated a potential advantage for LM

stowing. Development of this concept is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.

The advantages of the four-tank design did not, however, outweigh its

disadvantages. As described in the propulsionsection of Volume 3, the

concept involves comparatively more propulsion development activity. Itis

also heavier by 21. 6 pounds (see Table I). Finally, its stowing advantage

is not required, since the two-tank design ultimately evolved to a configura-

tion having acceptable stowing characteristics.

The other concept seriously considered, but not selected, was a

landing gear incorporating three legs instead of four. On first consideration

it appears that three legs would be lighter than four legs by a considerable

margin; however, referring to Figure 8, it may be seen from the geometry

that this effect is offset by the increased length of the three leg members.

This additional length adds weight in two ways: through sheer length, and

through the increased bending moment due to the increased length. The net

result for the same minimum toppling radius of the inscribed circle is that

the three-leg design if 5.4 pounds heavier. Other factors considered in

this trade study were: the three-leg design has lower leg rigidity, giving f'_

a greater spring effect; the surface conformity of the four-leg design is

SD 69-419-4
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inferior but is of minor importance, since this effect applies onlyto an

extremely hard surface; and the shorter four-leg design can be stowed in

place on the LM, whereas the three-leg design required disassembly or

folding.

During the conceptual phase, studies of payload accommodation

provisions also affected the general arrangement to a degree. A complete
discussion of this is contained in the section of this volume entitled "Payload

Integration. "

Subsystem Concept Installation Studies

As subsystem concept requireTnent definitions were developed,

installation drawings were prepared to determine if their effect on the

general arrangement would be of significance in the evaluation. In some

cases, the concept was treated as a subsystem installation, and in others,

a general arrangement layout was developed to assess the overall effect.

Particularly important installation studies were those involving engine/

control concepts. These are illustrated in Figures 9 throu_,h 15 and

include long-radius gimbal designs, sliding-plate engine th::ust vector

control designs, and single-engine designs. None of these concepts dis-

C placed the initial control configuration concept as a selected version; how-ever, the installation layouts were utilized to develop data for the engine/

control concept evaluations described in another section of this report.

Preliminary Design Optimization

At the completion of the first phase, selected configuration

characteristics included the following: stability-augmented cuntrol, four

engines; seated and restrained astronaut; four-leg, integral leg frame

landing gear; and two spherical propellant tanks. Unresolved issues that
were to be examined as preliminary deoign optimizations were: payload

arrangement and further definition of payload requi_-ements, ane. the

mechanization of four-engine thrust vector control. The mechanization

study was made necessary by the fact that reliability advantage, of the

four-engine concept depended on engine-out capability, and this required
detailed examination to establish that the mechanization arrangement could,

in fact, give the redundancy assumed. _,

Approach

The study elernents and sequence of effort for the second phase of

configuration design are shown in the logic diagram of Figure 16, Subsystem

optimization of engine control mechanization considered three designs in

depth. Conf, guration optimization involved making adjustments in vehicle
arrangement, geometries, clearances, and the height of the pilot and the
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portable life support systerc (PLSS) in order _-o best satisfy conflicting

requirements. A preliminary landing gear design was developed to pern_.it

better dimensional definition of the configuration. Dimensional improve-

ments also followed as more definitive information was obtained from sub-

system optimization studies.

Preliminary Design Evolution

The first significant change in the selected configuration during the

preliminary design phase involved rotating the pilot and the load pans 45

degrees with respect to each other to improve visibility and payload bulk

capability at the forward load pan. The change also considerably enhanced

ingress/egress ease for the pilot. This concept is illustrated in Figure 17.

The next significant change resulted from the engine/control

mechanization study. The selection (described in the subsystems portion

of Volume 3 and in this volume under "Reliability") incorporated a two-axis

girnbal for each engine and eight actuators, one for each axis of each engine.

Definition and sizing of engines and actuaters resulted in the engine sub-

assembly installation drawing of Figure 18. The engines are mounted to

the landing gear leg-frame. Previous designs had utilized legs attached

to a box structure around an engine compartment supported by the vehicle

body. Detailed dimensional layouts r_ vealed that the stack-up of attenuation

motion and gimbal travel allowances gave insufficient room for the box

structure without increasing tank spacing and correspondingly increasing

stowing dimensions. A more compact design was obtained by mounting the

engines on the leg frame. At the same time the leg structure was changed

from the box to a cruciform shape at a weight saving of 8 to 12 pounds. The

change also eliminated direct plume impingement and improved the engine

radiation window. The leg-mounted location involved shock accelerations

of 15 to 20 g maximum on landing, but small shock mounts are utilized to

reduce this value to 6 to IZ g, an acceptable value for engine compartment

hardware. Engines, gimbal bearings, flexible lines, and cables normally

accommodate shocks of this level. The actuators can also readily accept

this requirement, but design and test criteria must be made compatible.

The preceding design data, together with final landing gear capability

analysis and attenuation rnotio:, definition, perzl,itted the final dimensional

characteristics of the configuration to be developed (Figure 19). The end

result is a completely acceptable general arrangement design which involves

no serious compromises of the many factors influencing vehicle configuration.

It is considered, however, that improvements could be made in the weight of

the structure and in fabrication complexity. It is also anticipated that a

! reduction of tank centerline spacing to lessen the stowing envelope could be

achieved- by a second iteration of the design process.
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Descriptions of other factors influencing the arrangement of pilot
provisions, load pans, and landing gear attenuators are contained in the
related sections of this volume.

Description of Preliminary Design Configuration

The general characteristics of the vehicle are illustrated in Figures 18

through 27. The pilot is seated and restrained; two propellant tanks are used,
with the fuel tank located further outboard to maintain the propellant c.g. on
the vehicle centerline; four engines are located in a central cluster and
mounted on the four-leg cruciform landing gear; and the upper body struc-

ture is supported from the landing gear by eight attenuators, four inclined
vertically on axis to take care of vertical velocity and pitch and roll, and

four skewed to resist yaw couples. The pilot gains access by moving back-
ward while straddling the forward landing gear until reaching the seat.
Entry into the seat is aided by both foot and hand supports. The payload

decks are skewed 45 degrees from the forward direction to Drovide for
better visibility and _.ccess. One helium tank is mounted on the oxidizer

tank support. Two ground sensors are attached to the vehicle landing gear
to signal surface contact for correct timing of engine cutoff. The sensors

consist of flexible rods that actuate a switch which controls panel lights.
't

fr Def:ails of the primary structure and landing gear are illustrated in
Figure 22. The design utilizes beams to support the primary loads from
the upper box frame, which is supported on the lower cruciform landing

gear structure by the eight attenuators. The upper frame is sheeted top
and bottom. Two cantilever beams, integrally stiffened, provide th_

support for each of the two propellant tanks. Two additional beams ere
utilized to support each of the _wo cargo decks. The cargo is supported by

the cargo deck skin. Since the cargo decks must be folded 45 degrees for
stowing, a hinge and lock are required. The pilot seat, backpack suppozt,
console, and footrest form an integral assembly (see Figure Z0) that is

supported by the central structure through seat translation tracks.

The four landing pads are integrally stiffened components rigidly
attached to the cruciform structure that forms the four landing legs. Skin-

stringer design was employed for tile cruciform structure after other con-
cepts were investigated. The triangular cross section provides two

:, compression caps and a single tension cap with internal bulkheads located
to stabilize the member and provide load-spreading capability at points of

• concentrated load.

: Preliminary desigr_selection of material indicates the use of 7075

aluminum tbroughout most of the upper and lower structures. The propel-
_'%, lant tanks are 6AL-4VA titanium. The seat assembly is integrallystiffened,
L , molded fiberglass. To balance the fore and aft payload disparities that may )
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. , ItLlre 2 • _M and Instrument Panel Assembly (Drawln_ IZ30-10C) "
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occur, the seat assembly translates 7 inches (+6, -1) along the axis of the

load pans. To aid ingress and egress, the display panel and throttle control

are positioned on the left-hand support, and the attitude controller on the

right hand. This structure is also integrally stiffened and is hinged for

stowage. Displays are provided to monitor vehicle attitude and azimuth,

thrust-to-weight ratio, tank pressures and quantities, engine failure and

shutdown, electrical power status and control and time. The display panel

is positioned to maximize the pilot's visibility of both the panel and the lunar
surface.

The four engines are installed at a cant angle of 15 degrees to the

vehicle centerline (see Figure 18). Each engine has a two-axis gimbal

provising 7-1/2 degrees of rotation in each plane. Bendix flexural pivots

and eight electromechanical actuators are also part of the assembly. The

throttling bipropellant valve is actuated, in the concept illustrated, by a

:_ hydraulic system. However, in the selected design, cables are used.

Installation of the propellant tanks is illustrated in Figure 23. The
tank is a modified Gemini tanh of 20-inch inside diameter, trunnion-mounted

at two places. Propellant fill and engine supply passages are routed through

the lower boss. The upper boss is utilized for both propellant overflow and

" venting during filling, and for pressurization during firing. Tank internals

include capillary screens for baffles and outage minimization. These are

_: installed prior to welding the girth of the tank. Allowance has been made

_ for 1 inch of insulation with an outer cover of aluminized Kapton and with a

final coat of white thermal paint.

The preliminary design of the attenuator is illustrated in Figure 24.

". As described in the section on landing gear, it utilizes the design principles

of the Surveyor attenuator and is cycleable for repeated landings. It also

has a high preload (approximately 600 pounds) which, besides providing the

proper landing load-stroke curve, resists the engine thrust and prevents any

._ motion of the c.g. with respect to the engine mount during flight

" Additional subsystem preliminary design definition is illustrated in

Figures 25 through 27.
?

_ Preliminary Design Mass Properties/Geometric Data

i Several LFV design and performance properties are a function of the

geometric arrangement and mass properties (c. g. location, inertias, etc. ).

Throughout this report, some of these properties have been described on

the basis of nominal or preliminary configurations. To update this in_orma-

(_. tion, Table 2 presents these important char'_cteristics as computed from the
final preliminary design point geometric and ma,Js properties data.
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HUMAN FACTORS

fhe basic objectives of the human factors efforts were to establish

feasibility limits and to develop design criteria to ensure compatibility of

the LFV system for operation by a space-suited crewman. Mockup testing

utilizing a subject in a pressurized suit was also performed to verify and

modify requirements.

Design Criteria

Design criteria development was based upon mission and task analysis,

extrapolation from Apollo experience, and literature review.

Crew Task Descriptions

To form a design criteria basis for the :few tasks of removing the

LFV from the LM and performing preflight and flight operations, a brief

analysis was performed. The coverage of these activities is indicated by

the following abbreviated task outline:

i. Unstow LFV

"_ a. Release shroud fasteners

b. Remove shroud and stow

c. Deploy LFV lowering device

d. Release LFV tiedown restraints

e. Lower LFV to surface

Z. Assemble LFV

a. Install loose equipment _

b. Deploy and secure control/display assemblies

c. Connect electrical cables

3. Deploy LFV for launch

a. Set up landing mat

b. Install handling equipment

- 67 -
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c. Move LFV to launch site

d. Position LFV on landing mat

4. Service LFV

a. Deploy servicing hoses

b. Simulate tank fill

c. Disconnect and stow hoses

d. Install helium tank

e. Install payload

5. Ingress to LFV

a. Ascend to platform

b. Enter seat

c. Unstow and fasten restraints

6. Flight mar.euve rs

a. Actuate throttle

b. Actuate attitude controller in pitch, roll, and yaw

c. Read and interpret instruments

7. Egress from LFV

a. Unfasten a'ld stow restraints

b. Exit from seat

c. Descend to surface

d. Deploy launching mat

68-
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8. Deploy scientific payload

a. Unstow payload components

b. Set up scientific equipment

Consideration of these activities led to selection of those critical ones

which would benefit from mockup tests and would require human engineering

recommendations for design. The most critical problems appeared to relate

to the basic flightoperations and involve the crew body position and vehicle

configuration interface with the astronaut wearing the extravehicular mobility

unit (EIV[U). Next most important were the problems of loading, unloading,

boarding, and egressing !tom the vehicle while wearing the EMU. Last %vere

the problems of removal from the LIV[, fueling, checkout, and launch/

landing mat deployment.

Astronaut Suit Requirements

The basic problems studied in this area dealt with required physical

s;ze and shape of the vehicle body support system and pilot flight control and !
display systems. Included were anthropometric characteristics, suit and

_- portable life support weight and bulk, and reach and vision capabilities of
the suited pilot.

Astronaut Anthropometry

The crew size limits were assumed to be basically the same as for

Apollo crewmen. The limits of 10th and 90th percentiles apply for eiglLt

major body dimensions. These percentiles are based upon a 1950 Air

Force survey of flying personnel (Reference Z). Figure 28 shows standard

anthropometric standing and seated positions for a "large" crewman (90th

to 95th percentiles) and a "small" crewman (10th to 5th percentiles).

Clothing conditions shown are for the man clothed in a constant-wear gar- 9

merit and in a space suit with dimensions approximating the International
Latex CorporationModel AbL. For LFV design, the suit .hmensional 5

criteria were revised to _'onform to the latest estimates for the A7L models

for critical areas such as the gloves, lunar overshoes, and helmet, i'lese

data, listed in Table 3, were obtained through a series of telephone con-

versations with NASA Crew Systems Division personnel and from ,limunsional

drawings received from International Latex Corporation.

Two basically different body positions were investigated: .tauding

and sitting. The standing position was considered to be required for the

kinesthetic control mode, which was one of the control system approaches

C a* .,_e inception study. _xperience regarding engineerinK
of the human an_
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Figure ZS. Control Layout of Crewman Dimensions and Block II

0 ApoLlo Suit (Drawing V36-9600_0)
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!
Table 3. Supp!ementaryAnthropoa_etric Data for A7L Suit

Dimension in Inches

Body Position

Seated Standing

5th 95th 5th 95th
Dinlensio,_. Nzn,e Suit Condition Percentile Percenti!e Percentile Percentile

Seat width Vented 15. 3 18. 0 13.0 !5. 3

Pressurized 15.4 18. 1 15. 6 17. 9

Elbow-to-Elbow Vented 20 - 24
breadth

Pressurized 28 - 29

Shoulder breadth Pressurized 26

Knee -to-knee Pressurized 18

breadth

PGA boot thickness Vented 0.25 Sole

0.50 Heel

i 0. 75 Total

Lunar ore rshoe Large Medium
i

Length 14- I/8 I 13

t

Width 6- 1/8 6

Total height, 8 8
extended

Minimum height, 3 - 1/2 3- 1/Z
folded

EVA gloves Pressurized
(3.75 p_id)

Circumference 11. Z

Finger diameter 1.0 each

Width - fingers 4.2
only

Width - includ- 4.5

ing thumb

Finger length 3.25

Length - overall 17.0

i Length to wrist I0.5
disconnect
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anthropometric criteria for standing pilot positions is very limited because
of the small number of vehicles using this position. Information related to
vehicle operation while wearing a backpack in the lunar environment is even

more limited. In consequence, criteria were derived or estimated for

acceptable body angles, tolerance of g forces, restraint systems, visibility,
and controller positions. Review of NASA contractor reports and photographs,
discussion with NASA personnel, and the experience of North American

Rockwell Life Sciences personnel were combined to produce the estimated
standing body position described in Figure Z9 and Table 4. Problems of

provisions for body movemer,t during landing are discussed in a following
paragraph.

The following ground rules for a standing body position were used in
deriving the design criteria.

1. The astronaut/backpack c.g. shall be located on a vertical line
passing through the midpoint between the heel and ball of the

foot, which is the center of support for combined astronaut/
backpack mass.

2. For all except kinesthetic control designs, astronaut body move-

ments, including head aunt arm movements, shall be minimized
to avoid undesirable disturbances to the system. J

3. Astronaut head and eye orientation shall be such as to optimize
forward vision with a minimum of unnecessary head movements.

4. Astronaut knees shall be bent slightly to facilitate weight shifts as
required for any kinesthetic stability and control designs. Such

knee bending shall be minimized to avoid unnecessary muscle
strain in supporting the weight and acceleration loads involved.

5. Hip and shoulder movements, which tend to be the most limited

by suit design characteristics, shall be kept to a minimum, i.e. ,

the posture shall be compatible, to the extent possible, with the
design characteristics of the suit.

6. The lower arm shall be approximately horizontal to the platform !
of the LFV.

The seated position was adopted following 'a careful analysis of human
tolerance to expected landing impacts and consequent design requirements
for body support, c.g. location, and lauding gear sizing.

O
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90% EYEPOSITION
PERIPHERALLIMITS1 - 55°

EYEPOSITION
PERIPHERALLIMITS2 - 300

R)
90o/oREACH_ .03 • •

10% REACH t,l,$ / T

t 42.84 (10%)

Q' i 44.94 (90°/o)

_ _, _i_ _

273 (10%) 3 18 (90__ 22 (10%) 5.67(90%) _,
7.95(io_) 8.e8(9oo_)_-.I ;i

NOTES: . _
1 EYEMOVEMENT - NO HEADMOVEMENT
2 NO EYEMOVEMENT '|
3 ADJUSTEDFORARMSEXTENDED

l4 ALLOWANCE FOR FOOT SEPARATION- 18 IN.

Figure zg. Standing-Politiqn Dimenmions |

|
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Table 4. Recommended Joint Angles-- Standing Position

Hinge Point
De sired Comfortable

Symbol Body Sector Angle (deg) Range {deg)

a Shoulder 25 I0 to 40

_0 Elbow 70 I0 to 90

Hip 5 0 to 20

@ Knee I0 0 to 30

Y Ankle As +Z0 to -15

z_l_:_red

A great deal of data have been gathered regarding design requirements

for human comfort and efficiency in seated positions for shirtsleeve and

unpressurizedsuitconditions. However, very little has been done with

respect to men wearing pressurized suits of the type used in Apollo. In par- "_

ticular, the problems of PLSS support and the suit/PLSS interface for high-g .J

conditions have not been explored. Spacesuit mobility data from specifica-

tions have often not been realizable in actual experience, particularly with

suits that were not designed specifically to fitthe available subjects. There-

fore, the approach to preparation of design criteria must be cautious and

supported by mockup testing to determine if the proposed criteria are valid.

The preliminary crew position data for design were as shown in Fig-

ure 30. The most optimistic estimate shown was Angle C between the back

and thigh. Previous in-house mobility testing with the A5L {Reference 3)

indicated that this angle could be closed to 90 degrees with difficulty, yet

suit specification data indicated that an angle of 65 degrees is possible

{Reference 4). A more conservative open angle than that shown in Figure 30

would have been used, but the seat pan angle appeared minimum for an

actual seated position, and increasing the back pan aft tiltwould decrease

visioilitydueto helmet rise and limited torso adjustment capability.

Further discussion concerning each angle is given in the Subsections

below. The angles described are not human body joint angles, but refer to

the structural elements of the seat. Angle designations refer to Figure 30.

O
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Back Reference Plane (A). The normal range of values for the back J

reference plane is from 1.5 through 23 degrees from the vertical, varying
with different types of seating. Although a 23-degree angle is considered
optimum for comfort, 15 degrees may be more compatible with the forward
and downward vision requirements associated with the vehicle attitudes

peculiar to the LFV mission. The 15-degree angle for the back reference
plane is therefore regarded as acceptable.

Seat Reference Plane (B). The normal angle for the seat reference
plane for various types of seating ranges between 3 and 10 degrees from the

horizontal. An angle between 3 and 5 degrees is recommended in this case,
in order t_ avoid, as much as possible, hip angles that would result in
excessive suit compression and difficulties in mounting.

Seat Reference Plane to Back Reference Plane (C). The normal range

for this angle, which establishes the hip angle, is from 95 to 108 degrees.
Given the A and B angles recommended above, however, this angle will be
between 100 and 10Z degrees. The hip angle is critical to ease of mounting
and pilotco_Lfort, -,ridi_ay indirectlyaffectother criticalvariables because

of excessive suit compression iftbe mobility characteristics of the suit are
incompatible with the angle s_lec_ed.

Although mobility tests of the A7L suit have been accomplished, _-,

results are not yet available. Preliminary data suggests that the angle
selected will be compatible with the measured hip joint mobility. This

characteristic, however, should receive empirical evaluation in a mockup.

Seat Refer_:nce Plane to Leg Reference Plane (D). A ll0-degree
angle is the most comfortable and is recommended, The minimum accept-

able angle ts 90 degrees and the maximum is 140 degrees. A lower leg pan
is not required ifthe feet are restrained, as they should be.

Leg Reference Plane to Foot Reference Plane (E). This angle should
be approximately 90 degrees. The footrest should have su.ficientadjust-

ment capabilityto accommodate upper and lower leg dimensions from the
10th to the 90th percentiles.

The angles specified above describe conventional pilotseating, which
is generally to be preferred. The conventional configurationprovides

effectivebody support in high-acceleration environments as well as the most
efficientsupport for the PLSS. Italso provides a basis for an efficient
restraint system, which should include foot restraints, thigh and lap straps,

and possibly upper torso restraints.

0
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P
Visor Visibility

Astronaut visibility in the extravehicular visor assembly (EVVA) is an
important factor because it affects the pilot's ability to maintain flight con-
trol. In particular, the vertical viewing angles are criticaldue to the high
angle (45 degrees) of pitch required bythe trajectory. Unfortunately, few

valid test data are available. The InternationalLatex Corporation has
informally reported visual test data for the pressure garment assembly

(PGA) helmet without the EVVA installed. These data relate only to the
verticaland laterallimits of peripheral vision, not to viewing angles suitable
for instrument heading and criticalflightattitudeinformation. Therefore,

an analysis of vertical viewing angles was undertaken based on available
data relatingto head position and mobility in the pressurized PGA, the con-

figurationof the EVVA, and viewing angle and visual fielddata (from
standard human factors data sources). This analysis was based on the fol-

lowing assumptions and considerations:

I. Eye and headposit_ns. Tne "at rest" positionof the eyes with
respect to the helmet was established on the basis of limited
dimensional information provided in Reference 5. These
dimensions were derived from measurements of a subject

_ (having generally body dimensions), wearing a
50th-percentil#.

pressurized A7L PGA with TMG. The arc of movement of the

eye resultingfrom dorsal and ventral flexion of the neck generally
conforms to thatdescribed in Reference 6. The head dimensions

e._nployedwe.'e derived from the 50th-percentile norms tabulzxted
in Reference 7.

2. Orientation of the head. The "at rest" orientationof the

longitudinalaxis of the head in the midsagittal plane is assumed to
be at the normal carrying angle of 5 degrees ventral (negative)

rotationfrom the vertical. This places the standard lineof sight,
to which measurement of viewing angles and the visual fieldin the
midsagittal plane are generally referred, at an angle 5 degrees

below the horizontal. The carrying angle of 5 degrees is as;umed
for both the seated and the standing positions.

S. Head mobility. The values employed in the analysis for neck
flexion limits of a subject wearing the pressurized PGA were
derived from test data of Reference 8. The values of interest

were: ventral (negative)flexion, 30 degrees; dorsal (posi_.ive)
flexion, 46 degrees (angular displacement measured from the
vertical). These values represent substantial constraints

_ imposed by the PGA helmet, since the values for an unencun_beredsubject are, on the average, 60 degrees and 61 degrees, respec-
tively. It should be emphasized that the values utilized are based
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on measurements of a single subject and may be subject to _J
revision upon receipt of more data. Such revision, however,
could only have a significanteffecton downward viewing angles,

since intrusion of the EVVA intothe visual fieldis the limiting
factor in upward viewing angles.

4. EVVA characteristics. Data significantto the analysis concern-
ing the extravehicular visor assembly were derived from
Reference 9.

5. Restraint system. Itappears thatthe requirements for body sup-
port and restraint, as well as c.g. alig_n_nt requirements, will
effectivelyprevent flexion of the upper body in support of visual
tasks associated with control of the LFV. The use of trunk

flexionto improve viewing angles has not, therefore, been con-
sidered in the analysis.

The results of thisanalysis are shown in Figures 31, 3Z, and 33.

In Figure 31, the maximum verticalviewing angles available with eye

rotationonly (no head movement) are shown, measured from the standard
lineof sight. Itwill be observed thatthe latteris displaced 5 degrees -_
downward from the horizontal because of the normal carrying angle of the }
head. The eye positionfor a horizontal line of sigh_ (w;th the longitudinal
axis of the head rotated to the vertical}is also shown, in the event a hori=
zontal or vertical reference is desired. In such a case, the limits shown

would be rotated 5 degree3 upward. Itwill be seen that the visor assembly

has no effecton viewing angles available through eye rotation, and in fact,

places no constraints whatever on the visual fieldin the midsagittal plane,
altL'oughthe limits of peripheral vision are not shown. The limits of eye
rotationwere derived from Reference 10.

The maximum viewing angles availablewith head rotationonly (no eye

rotation}are shown in Figure 3Z, measured from both the standard lineof
sight and the horizontal line of sight. The values for angular displacement

from the horizontal lineof sight correspond precisely with the measured

limits for sagittalneck flexion (inthe PGA) provided _n Reference 8. Itwill
be seen thatthe visor assemblv intrudes substantiallyinto the upper fieldof
view at maximum dorsal neck flexion, although itdoes not limit eye fixation
in the absence of eye rotation.

In Figure 33, the maximum viewing angles available with a combina-
tion of head and eye rotation are shown, measured from both the standard

: line of sight and the horizontal line of sight. In this case, the maximum
i viewing angle upward is substantially limited by intrusio._ of the visor
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assembly into the field of view. Downward viewing angles are limited by

the restrictions on head mobility imposed by the PGA helmet. It should be

observed that the maximum upward viewing angle shown in Figure 33 is not

achieved by maximum dorsal neck flexion, but by extreme eye rotation
combined with neck flexion considerably less than maximum.

Panel and Controller Arrangements

Based on the above authropometric and visibility consideraticns,

general recoL_..--nendations for arrangement of the display panel and flight

controller handles were developed. Emphasis was given to compatibility

and standardization with Ap,J11or CS_,I/iunar module control systems. This

approach was requested by astronauts who were interviewed concerning the

control/dlsplay system for the LFV. It was also recognized, however, that

the flight regime and normal crew suit restrictions are considerably different

in the LFV than in the LM, so that some compromises might be necessary.

The right-hand controller for nonkinesthetic control is essentially the

same as the rotational controller for the Apollo CSM, as regards range of

motion, orientation of handle, and maximum force range. It is expected

that proportional control and a smaller deadband will be required for control

in such close proximity to lunar terrain. (See discussion of simulation test

results. ) D

The left-hand (throttle)control, which determines power application,

is somewhat different from the command module or lunar module. It is not

a translation control as such, although vertical and horizontal translation

rates are affected by its use. It is strictly an engine throttle. For optimum

analogous movement convention, it should more upward and downward

parallel to the average engine thrust line. Other common throttle con-

ventions ._.nvolvefore-aft motion. However, in the LFV, it is possible such

movement could be difficultto effect and accurately control as a result of

suit mobility decrements, and that itcould lead to control difficulties from

the effects of varying acceleration forces during flight. A rotary motion

around the long axis of the handle (motorcycle throttle concept) has been

used during flighttests and simulation studies. This design is based on the

concept that most acceleration forces will cause loads perpendicular to the
handle axis, no matter what its orientation. Horizontal and vertical axis

orientations have been tried. The major problem, when the rotation is about

the handle axis, is the relative lack of sensitivity of the control, since such

wrist motion in the suit is limited to approximately 100 to ll5 degrees. For

t.,,,_rotates about an axis through theA7L space suit operations, a handle _'-"

length of the forearm is easiest to operate, since the sui" :'esistance is low

at the wrist ring, there is no return force to overcome, and full pronation-

supination arm movement (approximately 180 degrees) is available. Such a

throttle device, compatible with these directions, could be provided.
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D
However, this would be an unusual, nonstandard convention for power

control motion and could result in training problems and lack of mlot

acceptance. Consequently, the results of the current study are inconclusive.

It appears that severalmethods would be feasible, but a series of dynamic

flight test simulations and concensus of astronaut pilot opinion will be

required to establish the final design.

Engine starting and cutoff controls are al,_o related to the throttle

design. The landing impact forces are high enough to require that there be

a handle for the pilot's hands to grip to prevent falling. The controller

handles are a logical choice, since he is gripping them for flight operations,

and need not risk removing them. However, inadvertent power application

and rotational commands due to the landing impact are hazards if the power

on-off control is a part of the range of motion of the throttle. A separate

on-off control switch closely adjacent to the throttle handle is one possibility.

Automatic cutoff by a sensor device on the legs is another possible approach.

A thorough review of failure modes is necessary as one step in selection of

such a system. Experience with the Apollo command module guidance sys-

tem suggests that abutton control or switch, closely adjacent to the throttle

(perhaps a thumb switch on the handle), could be safely operated by the

_,_ astronaut if it were properly located./}
The spacing between controls should be greater than for Apollo com-

mand module (CM) controls. There are no elbow and shoulder clearance

limitations, and in the pressurizedA7L suit, the upper arm is more com-

fortable when slightly akimbo. Based on present data on suits, a spacing

range of Z4 to 30 inches is recomLlended. The average spread is then

Z7 inches. The comments of the subject ina recent NASA c_rop test indicate

thai Z4 inches is too small, and that a _pread of about ?8 inches would be

preferable. Statistical test data froma ::epresentative group of astronauts

wearing the pressurized suit will be required to achieve any greater degree

of confidence in criteria for control spacing. '

Suit Mobility •

Two basic areas of suit mobility are of concern in the LFV project.

These are requirements and capabilities for LFV handling during lunar !

ground operations, and restraint design and g-tolerance. A third area,
rescue of a stranded pilot using a second vehicle, was considered initially '_

but was later deleted by NASA, _

Experience with persons in pressurized suits during the Apollo and

astronaut maneuvering unit (AMU) programs, and operation in simulated and

actual low-gravity conditions, have indicated a need for special design pro-

--_' visions for lunar deployment of the LFV. Among the major problems to be
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overcome are those dealing with ingress and egresa. These problems are,

for the most part, attributable to characteristics of the pressurized extra-

vehicular mobility unit th=t seriously degrade human sensor and motor

performance. Performance effects include decreased mobility and body

segment flexibility, decreased manipulative capability, decreased propric-

ceptive feedback eflectiveness, decreasedtactual sensitivity, and decreased

visual capability. Each of these effect_ will be significant to the performance

of one or more ingress/egress task elements and will require consideration

in the elements of LFV design that relate to ingress/egress operations.

The design considerations relative to ingress/egress task elements, as

affected by the performance characteristics of the suited astronaut, are

discussed below.

Ascent To and Descent From LFV Platform. Under 1-g (earth) con-

ditions, climbing is reported to be one of the more difficultoperations to

perform for an astronaut encumbered with a pressurized EMU. This diffi-

culty may be attributed primarily to the mobility restrictions imposed by

the pressurized suit, the high energy expenditure involved in flexing the

joints of the suit, the unfamiliar mass distribution and weight of the EMU

assembly, and the postural instability associated with these conditions.

Simulation experiements as well as theory give reason to believe that the act

of climbing or jumping upward will be considerably easier in the I/6-g ' _

lunar environment. However, assurance of safe ascent to (and descent from)

the LFV pilot station, if the station is not near ground level, requires pro-

vision of some carefully located steps to facilitate climbing and descending -

and more importantly, the provision of conveniently located handholds or

other devices for stabilization of the upper body.

Steps or platforms should be designed with generous dimensions to

accommodate the dimensions of the lunar overshoes worn by the astronaut

and allow for reduced precision of foot placement or possible entanglement

(the latter is particularly important in I/6-g because of greatly reduced

traction). The _ertical rise between rungs or threads should be 9 to I0

inches when simple leg raising is to be used. Greater vertical spacing will

require additional level surface area to accommodate inaccuracies in body

placement. Level surfaces at the platform level are necessary to assure

standing and maneuvering safety. (Inclined surfaces will be difficultfor the

suited astronaut. ) Handholds for ascending to each step or platform should

be provided at points no higher than shoulder height, and within easy reach

of the astronaut during ascent and descent. During climbing motions, a

forward lean angle of I0 to Z0 degrees is expected, and this should be taken

into account in locating handholds. The critical characteristics of the hand-

hold design should generally conform to those shown in North American

Rockwell Drawing LS-0698, _.xcept that the interior longitudinal clea:'ance _'_
dimension should be not less than 4-1/2 inches in order to accommodate %/
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the extravehicular glove. A vertical orientation is recommended, and there

is some evidence that an oval or rectangular cross section would be helpful

in prevention of inadvertent body rotation. Examples of acceptable Apollo

extravehicular activity (EVA) handholds are noted on North American

Rockwell Drawing F01-100525. It is possible that structural elements of
the vehicle could serve as handholds if the desired characteristics were

preser.t.

Access for Seat Entry or Exit. The control/display panel, situated
for flight in front of the pilot, will block entry to or exit from the seat. It

must, therefore, be pivoted or hinged so that itmay be deployed to one side

for entry and exit, securely latched in the closed position, and detented or

latched in the open position. The design of the latching devices must be

compatible with the gross manipulative capabilities of the suited astronaut

wearing the (pressurized) EV gloves, and the latch locations should be such

as to be easily seen, reached, and manipulated by the astronaut from the

seated position. A design alternative is provision of an offset panel that

would permit direct access to the seat. This might be advantageous for

forward and downward vision during the landing approach, although itwould

be less desirable for instrument reading and checking purposes. The

D relative advantages of the design alternatives warrant study in mockups andsimulation exercises in the course of system development.

Seat Entry. Experience with ASMU docking, doffing/donning exercises,

and a number of Apollo studies indicates that PLSS support structure and

proper alignment of the PLSS for entry into the seat may constitute con-

siderable problems. These arise partly because of suit constraints on

mobility and visual capability, reduced proprioceptive feedback effectiveness,

and the variable relationship between the principal axes of the PLSS : id the

suited astronaut (this relationship varies not only between astronauts, but
also from moment to moment for the same astronaut).

Unassisted backward docking maneuvers are, of course, difficult

under any circumstances, because of the limitations on visual control

inherent in such tasks. Inorder to alleviate this problem, the design of the

PLSS support structure could provide adequate lead-in guides for automatic

alignment of the PLSS. Visual alignment capability is nearly mandatory.

A further _'ea_ entry problem may be encountered in achievement of it

sufficient suit flexure at the hip for a secure seated position. Information

received informally from the ATL suit manufacturer indicates that the suit

mobility characteristics =-readequate for this purpose, but an official test

report has not been received to support this conclusion. A mockup evalu ....

I ation of the suit hip flexure characteristics is, therefore, in order.
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Restraint System Stowage and Fastening. Apollo experience has shown

that retrieval and positioning of restraint system components is quite tedious
and difficult if the components are not within the astronaut's field of view.
This problem is caused by suit constraints on mobility, reduced tactual

sensitivity, and reduced manipulative capability. The design of the LFV
restraints system must provide for stowage of strap components within the
visual field of the seated astronaut, stowage devices within convenient reach

distance from the seated position, convenient attach points for restraint

installation, and component handling characteristics compatible with the

manipulative characteristics of the extravehicular (EV) gloves. Apollo
couch restraints may not meet this criteria, since they were not designed
for operation wzth EV gloves.

A special problem with upper torso restraint is presented by the LFV

system because of the PLSS. Shoulder straps from LFV structure points do
not appear to be practical because they must pass around the PLSS. Such a

design, which will permit slippage and slack to develop, appears impractical.
Also, chest straps would interfere with the gas connection hardware and
hoses mounted on the front of the suit. The most obvious alternative is to

provide a restraint for the PLSS, which would, in turn, restrain the upper
torso of the astronaut. The design of sucha restraint should permit auto-

matic latchingor securing, with a convenient and reliablemanual release. ,.%
Itis possi'_lethat the stowage attach points mounted on either side of the )
PLSS could be utilizedas restraint system attach points, but the feasibility
of their use for such a purpose would have to be evaluated. Such a system

would afford a further benefit in preventing rebound of the PLSS upon landing
impact (thePLSS is free to move upward for a short distance under normal
circumstances).

Vehicle Transport Deployment and Servicing. The problem of moving

the LFV from the vicinity of the LM to the lauch area and perfo.'ming fuelh_g
and checkout activities are significant human factors areas for which some
general requirements have been developed.

Transport of the LFV from the LM to the servicing/takeoff area will
cover a distance of 40 feet. It is expected that this can normally be done by
one crew member, who would simply drag the vehicle over the surface.
The crewman weighs Z0 percent more than the vehicle, and the traction of

his feet should greatly exceed the friction of the landing pads. As on earth,
his shoes would penetrate and bear on the soil at an angle, provided the
surface is not inordinately hard. The curved pads, on the other hand, would

tend to "surf," with only a lightsoilpressure opposing the motion. Ifthe
two lead pads were liftedfree, the resistingforce would have a component
which would add to the crewman's weight and aid traction.

0
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At th_s time, the use of auxiliary wheels or sleds is not considered

necessary. The floatationarea of two landing pads exceeds the shoe bearing

area by about 60 percent. Hand grips placed at a convenient height and to

permit unobstructed leg motion should be provided on one of the load pans
or on an auxiliary drawbar to permit dragging the LFV while the two lead

pads are lifted above the surface. Mockup tests =re needed to establish the

best location. The transport concept described is based on current knowledge
of the lunar surface. Prior to final design, additional information to be
obtained from Apollo lunar landings should be considered.

Deployment of a landing mat for protection against rocks, sand, and

dust ejected by the rocket engine blast is also affected by mobility. It is

expected thatthis problem will be overcome by an easily erectable fabric-
stiffeningframework arrangement. The detailed design of such a blast pro-

tectivedevice has not ye_.been pursued. Inflatabletubes integralwith the
fabric, shade roller dispensers, or mechanical tubular frame,_orks are

possible meghods for deployment. The basic need is to permit the placement
of the protective material under the LFV '_ithoutrequiri:,_stooping or
crawling on the lunar surface by the atronaut. Ground slakes should be
inserted from a standing position, by the use of an extension tool.

:. Propellant servicing operations will require large valve and connector
handles and generously proportioned guides to accommodate the gross
motions of the astronaut in the pressurized garment. Design of these

mechanisms will need to incorporate special safety provisions to assure that
no propellant vapors impinge directly upon the suit.

Design of the devices for removal of the LFV from the LM will

require single-point, lanyard-operated latches and hoists that may be
reached from the ground.

Environrrlent Analysis

Primary concerns of thc human factors environmental analysis for the

LFV system were lighting,thermal inputfrom the vehicle, exhaust gas
impingement, solar radiation thermal effects, propellant toxicity protection, :_:
and the limited work capacity of the pressure=suited astronauts.

Of these problems, the most pertinent and unusual new conditions
imposed by the LFV are the exhaust gas effects and tb.. fuel toxicity problems.

Exhaust Gas Thermal Effects. The primary problems of exhaust gases
in the majority of LFV cordigurations studied relate to near-ground opera°

v_ tions. The exhaust location below the pilot assures that no direct impingment
__ on the pilot's suit will occur at altitude. Effects at low altitudes depend on

m
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1
reflected plume geometry. Present configurations provide protection from -m-

allbut a very low-density zone by the placement of payloads, tanks, and
structure to the sides and around the pilot. Itis expected thatthe normal

thermal rcsistance properties of the suitwill be sufficient.

Propellant Toxicity. Hazards of propellant spillage and toxic engine

exhaust r)roductsare recognized as a potentiallyserious problem for the
LFV system. A recent NASA report describes the severe damage to suit

materials which is possible from immersion in various rocker fuels (Ref-
erence 18). Itwas noted, however, that the outer suitlayer provides good

protection against such damage, except possibly at the sewn seams and

joints. The main problem appears to be the highly toxic nature of the
materials, ifthe material clings to the suit, some of itmay be brought
back intothe LM at the end of an EVA period. In the confined LM air space,

only an extremely minute amount could be permitted. The threshold limit

value for the oxidizer is 5 parts per million {ppm) expressed as nitrogen
dioxide or Z.5 ppm expressed as nitrogen tetroxide. The fuel, hydrazine,

has a threshold limit value of 1 ppm and the UDMH value is 0.5 ppm.

The mechanism for toxic material transport intothe LM requires

further extensive study. At present itis not clear just how sever the

problem is. The model assumed at present, which will require considerable "_
analysis to quantify, has the following characteristics:

I. Propellant vapors are vented during servicing at a distance of

approximately I0 feet from the crew member.

Z. Exhaust products are ejected beneath the LFV.

3. Leakage is not a significantsource of vapors.

4. Transport through lunar space over these distances is diffuse
molecular flow at average molecular velocitiesof about
0.5 km/sec.

5. After engine shutdown and after completion of servicing, coutami-

nating vapor is no longer present in the space surrounding the
crewmen (hard vacuum). The near-equilibrium conditionfor the
suitwill then be reached in a few minutes. This condition will,

at least, involve an amount of adsorbed contaminant gas corre-

sponding to the temperature and pressure of surrounding space,
and the nature of the adsorbent and the adsorbate. At the worst,

there will be some gas-phase contaminents which are trapped or
venting over a period of time. No liquidis assumed to be present.

The temperature effectis such as to decrease the amount of
adsorbent with increasing temperature.
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6. Upon reentering the LM, if the temperature of the suit is lowered,

the adsorbed contaminant would not tend to leave the suit, and
vice versa.

A propellant-handling coverall suit is one possible solution if the

problem is found to be severe. However, consideration of the operational
problems of donning and doffing such a suit outside the LM while wearing a
fully pressurized suit makes this approach very nearly impractical. It may
be adequate _o doff the coverall after depressuring the suit within the f M
and then discard it overboard, depending on the time/temperature effects
which control the amount of vapor released inside the LM. Furt',_el analysis
and vacuum tests with the suit :_nd the gases are needed to resolve these
questions.

t

Impact Tolerance and Restraint Design

One of the mos_ critical huLnan factor_ questions affecting design is
the problem of human tolerance to landing impact forces (g-tolerance). The
specific problem i_,volved the comparison of capabilities of a standlng and
sitting astronaut, restrained and unrestrained, a_;d wearing the pressurized
EMU, including the PLSS backpack. These positions are illustrated in

Figures 34 and 35.

Investigation of the human tolerance limit_ _ r iicited very little directl/
useful data and nc,_e for the exact conditiors s- _ _ied. However, a fe-:,-

related data point_ _Tere obtained from huma,: e _Lneering handbooks (Ref-
erence IZ), and studies performed b 7 the _,'_ r,_l Aviation Ac_,ministration
(References 13 and 14) and the U.S. Na_,_ ii_,,_rence 15). ivlotion picture
records and analyses of in,pact tests per_ r_r_ed b 7 Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Corporation on pilot subjects _n a LM standing position without
backpack were also reviewed. In ad2it_on, impact tests were recently per-

formed by NASA using a subject wearLug a pressurized suit with backpack.

The data fr¢,m the FAA studie_ on a man in shirtsleeves (no pack) are

summarized in Table 5. A spring-mounted platform was used for bud 7

support. The basic conclusions were that ver 7 high-g, short-term impacts
at the foot level are acceptable for a standing man as long as the shoulder
g level is less than 10. The severe pain in chest, stomach, small of back,

hips. top of head, and lesser pains in arches, back of legs, ankles, heels,
and throat at I0 g indicate the g levels should be r.o more than 7 to 8 for an
operational vehicle. It should be noted also that body movement down to a
squatting position followed the impacts with flexed knees. Such movement is
unacceptable for a standing astronaut in the LFV. Comparison of human

C_ effective weight supported by the legs with effective suit and PLSS-OPS
body

weight supported by the legs indicates a maximum tolerance of 4 g for the
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D
suited man in terms of leg muscle strength, based upon the 8-g tolerance

limit.

Other tests by the FAA involved subjects in shirtsleeves wearing

weighted backpacks who were dropped at various speeds to earth. Pertinent

results are shown in Figure 36, which is a graph of backpack weight accept-

able versus velocity change. Acceleration measurements were not made.

A comparison with the range of suited astronaut weights and the LFV impact

velocity possible with the LF\ r potential energy at maximum design engine

cutoff height is also shown in Figure 36. It is clear from this graph that

there is considerable danger of pilot injury from landing impact due to

the weight of the PLSS. Possible protection of the man due to suit stiffness
is not shown. Note that these data are only for a vertical drop and do not

include lateral or transverse effects.

Discussion of these problems with NASA prompted a limited series of

NASA tests involving a subject in the pressurized suit and backpack (Ref-

erence ii). Two shock conditions te_ted were approximately 3 g for 220

milliseconds and 8 g for 40 milliseconds, exerted at the subjects' feet. The

subject's comments indicated that the impact caused "no real sensation"

other than surprise...that neither case is particularly severe, in fact

they are relatively easy...no physical injury or discomfort was experienced
during the drops." These and other comments indicated the pressurized suit

relieved the PLSS load from the subject, and only a small bruise at the top of

the leftbuttock was noticed about 48 hours later. However, the subject was

unable to maintain an adequately stable body position during the impact.

The motion picture records showed backward toppling. A 10-inch tether,

used to limit vertical excursion, was observed to become taut in Case I,

whereas an 18-inch tetlierdid not become taut in a later, similar test. A

12-inch tether in Case II (8 g) did not become taut. North American

Rockwell personnel observing the film concluded that the two cases imposed

accelerations exceeding the values that would be acceptable for LFV

operation.

The eleLaent of surprise is a considerable factor in this problem.

Human reaction time is such that itwould be very difficultfor a pilot to make

use of the available strength in his legs until the impact was nearly com-

pleted. Reference 12 gives a reaction t_me for touch (probably hand) of

0.16 second and longer for sight (0.g second). "It takes about 20 percent

longer to respond with the feet than with the har.ds" {Reference 12). For
nonideal conditions, such reactions may be much longer.

The series of tests of impact on a suited subject simulating LM land-

_, ing conditions indicated that the ability of the crewman to withstand shockscombining lateral and vertical motion was much less than for simple vertical

impact in the sense that gross head, shoulder, and knee movements result
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(References 16 and 17). As regards pain effects, none of the subjects felt
their tolerance limit was reached, though peak levels reached 10 to 11 g
(a maximum of 6.9 g is reported in Reference 16).

An idealized representation of some of the factors involved in human

impact tolerance is shown in Figure 37. The critical parameters in this

analysis a.-e velocity and relative motion. The relative motion of the pilot's
shoulder in terms of velocity and distance are shown in comparison to the

platform (LFV) velocity and its deflection (landing gear stroke) as a function
of time (attenuation interval) and the g level of the pilot and platform. It is

seen that absolute shoulder velocity change (decrement) lags the platform

velocity due to the reaction time of the subject, and that his velocity change
(slope of the curve) is less than that of the platform due to attenuation by
the legs, etc. However, the velocity change lasts longer. This analysis
indicated that a reaction time of more then 3.2 second gave excessive knee

bending (up to 15 inches) for the standing pilot unless the landing gear

reduced the vertical g loading to less than 3. This simplified kinematic
analysis thus verified the observation of the drop tests.

From these investigations of space suit and human tolerance, accept-

able g-tolerance design limits for standing and seated positions were

C_ derived and used in the design of the landing gear. These design factorsare summarized in Table 6.

Mockup Tests

Objectives

The general objectives initiallyestablished for the LFV mockup tests
were to demonstrate the compatibility of the vehicle's design features with

the anthropometric characteristics and performance capabilitiesof the

pressure-suited astronaut in the execution of lunar surface operations, to
assess the utilityof analyticalcrew stationdata developed in the course of

design, and to evaluate preliminary design solutions to potentialcrew per-
formance problems identifiedduring the design studies. Thorough fulfill-

ment of these objectives would, of course, require the provi_,_ionof complex
mockt:p hardware {involvinga large number of test articles),test facilities

and equipment, and test conditions for an extensive experimental evaluation
of allanticipated LFV lunar surface operations. These operations would
include removal of the vehicle from its stowed position on the LM, instal-

lationof loose equipment, deployment of the vehicle and auxiliary equipment,
simulated servicing, payload stowag,:and deployment, and ingress/egress.

in addition, a number of test subjects representative of the range of
/, physical characteristics of the astronaut population, each equipped with

! appropriately sized EMU's, would be required. The imFlementation of such
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an extensive test program, although ultimately necessary for final design
of a system such _s the LFV, was not feasible within the scope of thic

program. Accordingly, a much more modest test program limited to the

most important objectives (study of vehicle ingress and egress operations

and evaluation of vehicle�astronaut physical interfaces) was implemented.

Test Conditions and Procedures

The LFV mockup testing was carried out in the North American

Rockwell Space Division mockup display area, which is equipped with suit

pressurization and breathing air equipment, communications equipment,

and a suit donning and removal room. The EMU worn by the test subject

during all testing was provided by NASA MSC Crew Systems and included an

A5L PGA modified to anA6Lconfiguration, en integrated thermal meteroid

garmet, an extravehicular visor assembly, lunar boots, a communications

carrier, and an uncharged PLSSand OPS. A remote control unit was also

provided but could not be utilized because of the absence of attachment hard-

ware on the suit. A constant-wear garment was available in the North

American Rockwell suit facility. All testing was performed under normal

earth gravity with normal room lighting and ambient atmospheric conditions.

One test subject was selected for compatibility of body dimensions with the

available PGA from a group of Space Division pilots experienced in pressure-

suited operations. Familiarization and practice operations were carried out

in shirtsleeves and vented-suit conditions. Documented operations were

performed in the pressurized mode, at 3.75 psig, using air for breathing
gas.

The design of the mockup test article was based on a configuration

developed early in the preliminary design phase. With the exception of some

movable components, the mockup was essentially nonfunctional. Two con-

figurations (designated Configurations A and B) were evaluated in the test

series. The basic configuration (A) was utilized in the initial testing and

incorporated the crew station features established in the design studies.
In the second configuration, crew station features were modified on the basis
of the initial test results.

Configuration A, illustrated in Figure 38, provided a pilot's station of
L

essentially conventional design with respect to ingress/egress operations

and body segment angular positions. This station design was based largely _

on AYL suit mobility specifications and mobility test data provided informally
by the _uit manufacturer. Special features of the mockup design included

capability for rotation of the seat about a vertical axis through the approxi-

mate center; forward rotation of the seat about a hinge line beneath and

slightly to the rear of the forward edge of the seat pan; hinged control/

display arms which could be deployed inboard to the stowage position, out-

board to a position approximately perpendicular to the sides of the seat,
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and latched in flig]it position; cargo shelves hinged for stowage and deploy-
ment; a removable helium tank cover; and controller assemblies adjustable
for test subject forearm length. The ingress procedure established for
Configuration A involved ascent to the platform in front of tbe seat by means
of a step on the landing gear strut, aided by a handle mounted on the fuel
tank and a handhold on the control display arm (mounted on the seat). After

reaching the platform, the suited subject executed a 180-degree body rotation
to achieve alignment for backward seat entry, and lowered himself into the

seat with the control/display arms providing grasping points for support.
The egress procedure was the reverse of the ingress procedure.

Configuration B, illustrated in Figure 39, differs from the basic

configuration only in the design characteristics of the pilot station. The
changes included removal of the platform with integral footrest, removal of
the step from the landing gear strut, removal of the handle from the fuel

tank, provision of an adjustable crossbar on the strut to representing a foot-
rest, forward rotation of the pilot seat 15 degrees about its hinge line,
provision of a lap strap in the stowage provisions, removal of the armrests

from the controller/di_play arms, relocation of the contlollers to aposition
about 4 inches outboard of their original position, and provision of stops on

the controller arms to arrest outboard deployment of the arms 30 degrees

from the flight position. The ingress procedure involved straddling the
landing gear strut with the legs spread to clear the footrest, backing up to

the seat, verifying proper body alignment, partially entering the seat with
slight upward and backward motion, and achieving a secure seated position

by placing the feet on the footrest and applying a pushing force with the legs.
Egress consisted of lowering the legs from the footrests, sliding forward and
down to make contact with the surface, with the legs straddling the landing

strut, and walking forward with the legs spread to clear the footrest.

Results and Conclusions'

In general, the results of the mockup test series showed that the
mobility characteristics of the EMU provided for the tests were not com-
patiblewith some of the design features of Configuration A (theinitialcon-

figuration),particularlythose affectingingress and egress eperations. The

postural instabilityassociated with the mass distributionp_operties of the
suit-backpack combination, together with the limited mobility of the pressur-

ized subject, involved a consider_.blerisk of loss of balance and body support
in gaining access to the seat and desccnding to the surface. The problem

experienced by the subject during these operations is vividly illustrated in
Figure 40. This condition results primarily from inadequacies in the loca-

tion and characteristics of the handhold provisions and the steps. The

|
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handholds were intended to provide the necessary body support and

maintenance of body stability during ingress/egress operations. The

mockup step spacing required a degree of knee flexure difficult for the

pressurized subject to achieve. The difficulties described certainly could
be substantially reduced by provision of a handrail system and additional

steps, but this type of corrective action could not entirely eliminate the risk,
would in,-olve additional weight, and would present design problems associ-
ated with stowage provisions and interference with deployment of the con-
troller arms. A simpler solution, and one which eliminates the risks

described, is offered byCorffiguration B, which provides for direct access

to the seat and required a mimmum of handhold provisions. In Figure 41,
the test subject is shown in ;t backward approach to the seat and has reached

the point where he is initiating a sliding entry into the seat. It ",vili be
observed that a small raD_p has been provided to facilitate seat entry by

raising the body slightly. This feature 'gas not necessary for the test sub-
ject, who has generally 90th-percentile body dimensions, but will be neces-
sary for smaller subjects, who would have some difficulty with seat entry

and exit with the seat at its present height. Such a mechanism would also
assure subjects of a correct approach and seat entry if the vehicle is

resting on a lunar suriace wi_h uneven or rough contours. The device could
be integrated iato the vehicle in such a way as to provide a shield against-1,

_. rocket plu_we and debris for the lr.wer legs and could also be mechanized to
_ swing up inLo position for use as a footrest and restraint. Further tests and

development will be necessary to establish the seat entry requirements and

to integrate these requirements into the vehicle design,

One of the more important elements of the seat entry maneuver
requiring further study is the insertion of the PLSS into its support (inthe

event a support is required). Itwas observed in the course of testingthat
ifthe subject was not precisely aligned, the PLSS wculd impinge upon the

top edge of the seat bucket sides or against the offsetbetween the side of the
seat and the side of the PLSS receptacle. Either case effectivelyblocked

insertionof the PLSS into its support untilthe test subject realigned his

body positionto the correct orientation. A more gradual lead-in offset
would facilitatethis maneuver, but itappears that a foldingmirror mounted
on a controller arm for visual control of the maneuver may be necessary to

assure proper body alignment.

As pointed out above, thepilotstationcharacteristics ofConfiguration A
conform generally to conventional pilotseat criteria relatingto seat refer-

ence plane angles, as _.illbe seen by relerence to Figure 41. The mobility
characteristics of the suitutilizedin the tests were found to be compatible

with'thisdesign, as anticipatedon the basis of suitmobility data obtained

( for the design studies. The hip angle (10Z degrees) associated with this
design, however, resulted in suitcompression which forced the front of the

helmet upward, seriously degrading the visual fieldand viewi,_.gangles
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available to the test subject. This cr,nditionwas corrected by adjustment of
the front tiedown strap, which pulled the front of the helmet neck ring down-

ward, restoring normal visual capabilityin the midsagittal plane. Upon
descent from the vehicle, however, th_ tiedown strap adjustment made for

the seated position forced the subject into a head-down position, so that
adequate vision for the erect position could not be achieved. A further

adjustment of the front tiedown strap was nece:isazy to correct this condition.
Neither of these adjustments could be accomplished by the test subject;

assistance from another person was required,

It is clear from the foregoing that in the type of space suitused for

thistest, there is a fundamental incompatibilitybetween sittingand standing

postural adjustments. For comfort and visibilityin the seated position, the
tiedown strap must be tightened to permit an efficienthelmet attitudewhen
the subject is leaning back into his seat at an angle which can adequately

support his PLSS and upper torso. For the standing position, however, the

strap must be loosened, as the mass distributionof the suit-backpack com-
bination required a forward leaning of the upper body to place the combined

center of gravity forward over the feet. Current suit designs apparently
make adjustment of the front tiedown strap very difficultwhen the suit is

pressurized. Therefore, a compromise positionfor the strap may be neces-

C. sary. Such a compromise strap adjustment, however, is incompatible withthe visual requirements for the seated position in Configuration A, and it

vcas necessary to tilt the seat forward as shown in Figure 42, rotating the

upper body into a more upright position to improve visual capabilitiesfor
both the seated and standing positions. This measure did not completely
correct the visual problem, and italso forced an excessive knee flexure for
insertion of the feet intothe footrest. A comfortable position for the legs

could only be achieved by extending the feet beyond the footrest. The foot-

rest platform assembly was therefore removed, and a temporary footrest
was installedon the landing gear strut, as shown in Figure 43. This modi-
ficationhad the effectof opening the hip angle, thereby correcting the visual

problem and providing a comfortable position for the subject's feet. It should

be pointed out, however, that many of these difficultiesmay have been caused
by an inadequate fittingof the suit.

In Configuration B, the forward tiltof the seat was firmly fixed, and an

adjustable footrest was provided on the landing gear strut. These features are
illustratedin Figure 44. The body segment angles associated with this modifi-
cation sequence are shown in Table 7. Further design and test effortwill be

necessary to develop the footrest for adequate support and restraint of the feet.

J

A logicalconsequence of the evolution of the pilot'sstationintothe B

configurationwas a tendency of the test subject to slideforward on the seat

(- pan, even though he was restrained by a suitablydeployed lap belt. This
effectis primarily attributableto the downward seat pan angle of approxi-
mately 7 degrees, which results from the forward rotationof the seat.
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Table 7. Mockup Seat and Astronaut Body Angles

6/16/69 6/19/69

Configu,zation A Configuration A Configuration B

MOD I MOD 2

(Tilted (Footrest Plat- (Adjustable

Seat) form Removed) Footrest)

Observed Side View Angles* (deg) (deg) (deg)

Back angle (PLSS front) I0 (P) 14 (P) 12.5 (P)
from vertical, aft.

Mockup seat, tilt, forward 14.5 (P) 15 (P) 14.5 (P)

(above horizontal) 15 (M) 15 (P) 15 (M)

Mockup seat back angle resulting: 6.5 (P) 7 (P) 5.5 (P)

(from vertical, backtilt)

Apparent mockup deck 90 (P) 90 (P) 90 (P)

angle from vertical (Horizontal) (Horizontal) (Horizontal)

Apparent mean thigh angle II (P) 11.5 (P) 37.5 (P)
below horizontal i

Sagevection** 61 (P) [ 63.5 (P) 40.0 (P)

Apparent mean lower leg angle below

horizontal 45 (P) 71 (P) 54 (P)

from vertical front of foot 45 (P) 16 (P) 36 (P)

Sagevection$$ 35 (P) 4 (P) 27 (P)

Apparent mean upper arm angle from

vertical, aft of elbow 19 (P)

Sagevection_ _ (Hands not 5 (P) (Hands not

on control- on control-

Apparent lower arm above [ers in photo) lers in photo)

horizontal (elbow above waist) I0 (P)

Sagevection#_ 65 (P)

*(P) = Photographic measurement, (M) = Measurement on mockup

_Sagevection is a space-suit mobility term coined to assure accurate technical

nneaning for limb position rotation with respect to the upper body. It is the Iangle of rotational movement forward and upward from the frontal reference

plane midway through the subject's torso as seen from the side. Each major

body segment is conceived as having a vector through its long axis, pointing

outward from the torso (except the head). All vectors point downward to a

C starting (zero-degree) position when subject is standing "at attention. "

i
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I Another factor contributing to the effect is that the normal back angle assumed
by the subject did not corfform to the angle of the PLSS support (which was very
nearly vertical) because the tilt of the seat forced the subject forward in _:,e
seat. This effect would be a serious problern during landing impact at antici-
pated loads, but it can readily be corrected by installation of thigh restraints

(which were not incorporated into the mockup, although they are provided by
the vehicle design), deepening the seat pan and PLSS support, and modifying
the back angle of the support.

The design also provides for upper torso restraintin the form of

shoulder straps, but the need for such a restraintwas questioned by the test

subject during the test series. The subject feltthat suitcompression effects
would limitforward pitch of the upper torso under landing loads, and these
effectswere verified during the tests by introducing forward transverse forces

at the back of the PLSS. This was not a realisticsimulation of landing impact
effect,however, and dynamic testingat design impact loads will be necessary

to verify the safety of a restraint system design that does not provide for upper
torso restraint. In the absence of test data, itmust be assumed thatthe safety

of the pilotduring landing impact will require the provision of an upper torso
restraint.

One feature of the pilot stationdesign which presented a_ unexpectea "-_
problem during the tests was the provision of armrests on the controller _z_._. ]

¢ Itwas anticipatedthat the armrests would contribute to the corr_ortand sup-
port of the subject, but itwas observed that they interfered substantiallywith

deployment of the controller arms from the outboard positionto the flight
position, as well as the latchingoperation, and the test subject reported that

they were too constraining. Since they are probably not necessary for body
support during landing impact under the g-loading conditions anticipated,the
armrests were removed in Configuration B. This facilitatedretrieval of the

controller arms from the outboard position, but itwas also found necessary
to limit the outboard positionto 30 degrees by installationof mechanical

stope in order to achieve effecientopet'ation. This position provided suffi-
cient clearance for seat entry and reduced reach distance for retrieval and
deployment of the arms.

Fore and aft adjustment and vertical positionof the throttleand attitude

controllers were found to be comfortable and efficientfor the test subject, but
because of an error in fabrication, the controllers were displaced inboard

from their design positions. The controllers were relocated to positions

which were reported to be comfortable by the test subject (approximately
13-1/Z inches from the centerline of the seat). The position and orientation

• of the display panel were found to be satisfactory, but a minor change in
configuration was necessary in order to improve the clearance between the
throttle and the lower edge of the panel.
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*' RE LIA BI LIT Y

Design Objective of Reliability Study

Reliability methods and evaluation were applied to both phases of

system and subsystem design as a pervasive standard. The most compel-

ling reason for this approach is the fact that all lunar surface operations are

hazardous, and a utilitarian vehicle (the nature and extent of its use are

somewhat optional or discretionary) like the LFV will simply not be used if

it compounds or increases the hazards significantly. This rational indicates

that the emphasis should be placed on crew safety wherever there is a trade

between crew safety and mission success. As indicated by the results of

the design selection process, this emphasis was, in fact, applied.

The most important reliability principle applied was that of minimizing

single-point failures that involved hardware with low unit reliability. The

most notable example of that type of hardware on the LFV is the engine

cluster. As an illustration, a design using two outboard engines represents

two single-point failures. The loss of either engine in flight or on the

ground beyond walk-back range re_It_ !.tthe loss of a crew member, and

the probability of crew loss is twice tb, probability of failure of a single

_. engine. Ifthe single-point failures were minimized to one - a single-engine

°_" design - crew loss probability would be reduced by a factor of two. Further

improvement is also possible by using redundancy or backup elements to

minimize single-point failures to zero. The recommended four-engine

design is an example, since itis designed to be operable with one engine
failed.

The achievement of true redundancy tn a design can only be verified
at the detailed mechanization level. This is because the interactions be-

tween redundant elements often involves a common failure cause. It is in

this area that much of the study effort, in design as well as reliability

evaluation, was expended - particularly with respect to the engines, gimbal

actuators, power, stability and control system (SCS) components, and

circuitry as combined subsystems. The study demonstrated that the

desired redundancy was achievable without excessive weight penalty or

other serious design compromises. It should be noted that reliability

engineering was used only as an important design technique. The reliability

values developed were essentially relative or comparative, and no attempt

was made to develop absolute measures of LFV reliability that could be

used to predict operational values.

{
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General Considerations 3

Procedure

Reliabilityand safety evaluation of several LFV configuration
alternativeswas completed for the purpose of initialcomparison and selec-

tion. The precontract analysis was updated and expanded to include more
alternativeswith a more detailed mission model and co,-_igurationset.

Hardware reliabilityestimates were based on similarity to previously con-
structed space vehicle components and were modified by relativeenviron-

mental severity. Relationships among phases in the five sortiemissions

and the single LFV component interactionswere modeled by conditional,
sequential logic, as well as by in-phase reliabilitylogicfrom which mathe-

matical models were derived. Sortie calculations were made by an auto-
matic computer program called the abort automatic mathcmatical model

(AARMM), and combination into a five=sortie mission was accomplished by
a desk-type calculator. The mission was aborted after detection of any
failure (Rule A). Additional evaluations of the control mode only and the

checkout locationwere made from a mission model consisting of a single
time phase of totalmission length.

Configuration ReliabilityComparison -_

Comparison of reliabilitiesamong the several configurations shows a
complex mission success and crew safety relationshipfor varying rocket
engine and g_a_b_i .-,._-_,.,,.*--reliabilities.Figures 45 through 50 illustrate
these variations over the practical reliabilityranges and indicatethat a

single-engine configuration has higher mission success probabilitybut
lower crew safetythan the multiple, redundant-engine configuration. The
eight-actuatorcase is the only configuration that has complete actuator and
engine redundancy, and that case exhibitsthe highest crew safety over all
practical engine reliabilities.

Figure 51 illustratesanother way to compare configurations, i.e.,
mission sortie number versus probabilityof success. The same conclusions _'

as before are reached, with the additionalinformation of comparison at

each sequentialtime phase. "_

Control Method ReliabilityComparison _

Control evaluation was performed on three configurations: eight :_'_

single gimbal actuators; four two-in-a-can gimbal actua.tors;and sliding _f_

plate with two two-in-a-can actuators and two single-motor actuators. _
Table 8 indicates that the four two-in-a-can actuator coy.figuration is the

most reliable for crew safety under the assumption that failure detection _ _,:
and switching could be accomplished with a risk of 0.0C5 (i. e., five failures

- II4-
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Figure 45. Miosion Succese for LFV Cor_figuration I, llule A
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Fig re _,7. Mission Success for LFV Configuration 3, Rute A
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NOTES:

SINGLE ENGINE )AND 4 ACTUATORS

ACTUATOR IA 4=1.0
RELIABILITY J A3- 0,999
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Figure 48. Crew Safety for LFV Configuration I, Rule A
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NOTES:

_. SINGLE LIFT ENGINE,TWO ACTUATORS, AND
FOUR RCSENGINES
ACTUATOR A4 = 1.0

RELIABILITY A3 s 0.999

0.9999

0.99 ....

( .... 0.9 :
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Figure 49. Crew Safety for LFVConfiguration Z, Rule A
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SINGLE LIFT ENGINE AND
TWELVERCSENGINES

NOTE:

0.9999 ......

I
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ENGINE RELIABIL

Figure 50. Crew Safety for LFV Configuration 3,, Rule A
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Figure 51. Mission Reliability Sequence for LFV Configurations I and Z
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Table 8. Control Configuration Comparison "_

(Rule A)

Configuration Mission Success '_ Crew Safety ,:_

Eight actuators 0. 992028 0. 999972

Four two-in-a-can

actuators

Single-motor block or 0, 996006 0. 99999998

series item switching

Four-motor block 0. 996006 0. 999986

switching on single

failure

Sliding plate

Single-motor block

switching

Yaw loose 0. 997003 0. 999028

(failure is fatal)

Series items 0. 997003 0. 999899

(loose failure is

fatal)

Two=motor block

switching on single

failure (pitch and roll)

Yaw loose (failure 0. 997003 0. 999026

is fatal)

Series items loose 0. 997003 0. 999897

(failure is fatal) ,-

$Computed on actuator failure only

per thousand missions). Any degradation of this value due to physical

response capabilities of the astronaut would restructure the comparison

toward the eight-actuator configuration. In the eight-actuator configuration,

detection and switching is more of a convenience than a necessity because

LFV operational capability is retained for any single actuator failure. The

sliding plate method is not preferred because crew safety is lowered by., •

actuator considerations as well as by the additional complexity of plates,
ba,: bearings, plate assembly retainers, and linkages.
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l
" Checkout Locattan Study

Checkout locations were studied by using computer results for Sortie 5

(triangular sortie) and selection of those failure combinations that would

cause crew loss after a failure went undetected (i.e., equivalent to the mis-

sion continuation operational mode). Table 9 indicates that in-flight and

remote landing site discovery of failures has a very small effect on crew

safety. For this reason, checkout at the LM is acceptable.

System Reliability Criteria

Two system reliability criteria are recommended for use in evaluating

the capabilities of the LFV:

i. Mission success: Lh', hardware probability of completing the

anticipated mission sequence successfully

2. Crew safety: probability of no crew loss due to LFV equipment
failure

Each of these criteria has a slightly different composition under each

C of two rules:

i. Rule A is defined as abort after one failure in flight or on lunar

surfac e.

a. Mission success includes all components operating success-

fully over the entire mission, or a failure occurring that was

not detected, and the mission being completed.

b. Crew safety includes mission success and all failures,

detections, and safe abort sequences.

2. Rule B is defined as mission continuation whenever possible after

one failure.

a. Mission success includes the employment of all possible

means toward successful completion of the mission sequence.

b. Crew safety includes mission success and those failures "_

which result in an inability to leave the LM or which occur

within walk-back range,

(
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•_ Table 9. Mission Continuation Risks - Crew Losses

Due to Multiple Failures

Configuration i (four engines and eight actuators)

5 x 10 -6 /Sortie 5 for nonabort mode

3 x 10 .6 /Sortie 5 for abort mode

2 x 10 -6 /Sortie 5 for nonabort penalty

2 x 10 -6
-6 x 100 = 1.5%/Sortie 5 for nonabort penalty

130 x 10 in % of total crew loss

Configuration 2 (one liftengine, two actuators, and four
reaction control engines)

2 x 10=6 /Sortie 5 for nonabort mode

1 x 10 -6 /Sortie 5 for abort mode

1 x 10 -6 /Sortie _ for nonabort penalty

1 x 10 -6 /
x 100 = 0.1%/sortie 5 for nonabort penalty

1130 x 10 -6 in % of total crew loss

Precontract goals were that mission success and crew safety be 0.99

and 0.9999, respectively. The more detailed evaluation conducted under
this contract has substantiatedthe mission success goal under Rule A.

Figures 45 through 50 clearly indicatethat the initialreliabilityestimates
are very near these goals, and allmission success curves lieabove the igoal for some reasonable engine reliabilityvalues. Crew safety did not
fare as well, since no configurationmet this goal due to conservative
component reliabilityestimates for propellant supply and control electronics.

When further details on these subsystems are available, a more definitive dh,
evaluation can be made. In the meantime, a reasonable crew safety m
comparison can be made at O. 999, which can be met by all configurations
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C
but with increasing difficulty by the single-engine and nonredundant actuator

cases. Under Rule B, mission success increases toward the crew safety

limit, so that 0. 999 becomes a better means for comparison. The degrada-

tion of crew safety under Rule A to crew safety under Rule B is very small,

as indicated by the checkout 13cation study above, so the comparison can be

made at 0. 999 again. It must be noted that these numerical goals do not

include probability of the astronaut to maneuver, to detect failures, to

recover control after a failure, or to return to the LIV[ by walking.

Reliability Logic

Mission Sequence

The reference mission timeline was used to model the mission in

logical alternate paths. Figure 5Z shows the successful path diagram for

the entire mission, beginning with liftoff from earth and ending with the

triangular sortie (Sortie 5). Abort is necessary after every detectable

failure and is successful by any possible means for return to the LM.

Logic diagrams were constructed for each sortie (Figures 53 and 54).
These models are all very similar in construction because each considers

C< the sequentie' nature of mission phases and abort decisions; i.e. the
mission must be successful for the preceding phases in order to reach any

given phase. Any abort froma preceding phase precludes the attempt of

any succeeding phase. Logic for the criterion of mission success is

included in Figuzes 5Z, 53, and 54 as completely successful operation

(the top path in each). The first two phases in Figure 52, quiescent storage

and assembly, were common to all configurations anti were not included in

the comparison numerics. The walk-back shown in Figures 5Z and 53 is a

particular case of successful return to the LM. Successful return to the

LM under Rule A covers all abort means during e flight to or from the LM.
Successful return to the LM under Rule B covers all abort means from

remote mission operations. All configurations were required to complete

all five sorties according to the same logic.

In-Phase Logic

Each configuration required its own reliability logic within each time

phase because of different component failure effects; e.g., for crew safety,

a single engine )s not redundant, and four engines are successful if any

three are successful. Rather than depict each time phase of each configura- i
tion in a standard reliability logic diagram, tables of conditional criticality

and dependency were prepared. These were sufficient for describing the

/ • logic input to the computer program discussed in a succeeding section.

\ Two typical pages are shown in Tables IO and II for the four-engine and
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single-engine configurations, respectivety. For the failure mode of ceasing

to operate, the differences between Tables I0 and II clearly illustrate the

configuration differences; e.g., engine failure is immediately critical for

flightand remote site failures in Table II and is critical only in combina-

tions of two additional failures in the time phase, or one additional failure

during abort in Table I0. Hardware configurations were those of the Phase 2

control configuration (Figure 17).

Control Method Comparison Logic

Comparison among three control methods required additional logic

consisting of the differences. Simulation of the complete mission and con-

figuration was not feasible within the project time constraints, since

comparison was the only objective and since the common portions probably

make only small differences. The single actuator is divided into series

items (end connections, ball screw, and gears), motor block (motor,

electrical plug, wiring, and magnetic clutch), and failure detection and

switching (rate transducer measurement and astronaut compensation).

Figure 55 shows the logic used for mission success and crew safety for

eight-actuator control of four engines; i e., essentially all success for

mission success, and any three out of four sets of twe actuator._ each for

, crew safety. Figure 56 presents the logic for the fou- two-in-a-can

_' actuator control of four engines where the motor block is made redundant

in each actuator (i.e., single-motor block switching). The other operating

mode for this configuration which allows simpler switching is to switch all

four motor blocks on detection of single-motor block or series-items

failure. Mission success logic does not change, and Figure 57 shows the

crew safety logic, in which the number of alternate paths is reduced because

of the multiple swithing. The sliding plate logic requires consideration of not

only single and double switching, but also the effects of loose failure of the

yaw actuators. Mission success is again effectively all items working

successfully for the entire mission. A con_posite logic diagram, Figure 58,

shows crew safety for all modes of operation.

Estimated Hardware Reliabilities

Estimation of reliability capabilities for specific hardware items is

always difficult, with the difficulty compounded _hen details of items are

not defined. Such things as hermetic sealing, vacuum lubrication, safety

margin, expected environment, operating modes, and partial redundancies

cause wide swings in the final reliability of equipment. When these factors

are not defined, the estimate must be based on past experience on similar

items in similar environments, with the expectation that the initialestimate

( . will be utilized in determining the detailed design. This interaction between
reliab_,lityrequirement analysis and detailed design is necessary for optimum
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cost, schedule, and performance in the appro_.ch. Absolute reliability level

is not essential to the initialanalysis as long as the numerical values are

indicative of final values and preserve a relative ranking, because compari-

sons among configurations can then be made. The reliability logic should be

indicative of the expected mission and configuration capabilities, and the

numerical reliability values can be point-estimated or region-estimated for

synthesis into mission criteria. Table IZ shows the failure rates applied

to the hardware level needed in the reliability analysis, and the sources of
these rates.

Failure modes were detailed in only a few cases in a qualitative way.

Tables 13, 14, and 15 give examples of the detail considered necessary for

this portion of the study for three components: rocket engine, two-in-a-can

actuator, and sliding plate.

Nuzrlerical evaluation of the reliability of the sliding plate is extremely

difficultbecause design details are the controlling factor. Large margins

and vacuum protection would alleviate m_ny of the anticipated problems but

would raise the spectres of excessive weight and cost. A weak point in the

design is the means of retaining the plates in vertical position for freedom of

movement without losing the ball bearings or allowing shock on engine start.

Again, detailed design could overcome this, but at the expense of additional

complexity.
_r

Reliability Growth

Reliability increase with devclopz_..enteffort has been discussed at

length in several publications, and many models have been suggested. Each

organization has a model which seems to fitits data best; however, the

general shape of the reliability growth curves is the same. This disagree-

ment and :tgreement are shown by two curves in Figure 59 for reliability

prediction of the same Rocketdyne engine (H-1) by North American Rockwell/

Rocketdyne and GE/Tempo. Even though Rocketdyne is much more optimis-

tic,the shapes of the curves are essentially the same, with number of tests

as a measure of effort. Using the expo1_ential growth model, the single

characteristic, mean life, was calculated from the basic data. Figure 60

shows the many resulting curves to be widespread but very nearly linear,
with a mathematical model as follows:

-I

A ML
R = e

ML = mean life = kn

4;
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"_ Table IZ. Component Failure Rates

Failure Rate!

Component Failure Mode (I06 hr) Source

Failure Failure to I0,000 Apollo and expected _ FV

detection detect instrumentation and

measurement failure astronaut capability

Power supply Failure to 20 Apollo and expected LFV

supply elec- design

trical power

Control Failure to 208 Apollo and expected LFV

electronics provide proper design
attitude contro]

signal

Structure Breakage I Expected LFV design

margins

E Mechanical Failure to ZOO AVCO and expected LFV

systems Junction de sign margins

Propellant Failure to 500 Apollo service module

supply system supply pro- reaction control system

pellant propellant supply modi-

fied by LFV enviorn-

ment

Rocket engine Cease to operate Allocated by Apollo ex-

Start g6,060 pe,'ience from generic

Steady state Z,606 estimate Jf 0.998 per

Catastrophic Z6 mission from engine

failure data from Mazquardt,

Rocketdyne, Aerojet,
and GE

ControlActuator Fail tooperate I,8Z6 Allocated by Apollo ex-

Hard ove r 183 pe rience fromgene r ic
Motor block Fail to operate I,940 estimate of 0. 999 per

Hard over 194 mission from
Loose I, 746 Autonetics

" Series items Fail to operate 60Hard over 6

Loose 54
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Table 13. Rocket Engine Failure Modes (Reference Z0)

Percentage Allocated

Weight Factor Reliability

Subassemblies Failure Mode (Wi) Goal

Fuel flow control Out of calibration 0,:_ 0. 99999+ '::

orifice and retainer

Fuel valve Open, closed, and O. 3060 0. 99908

leakage

. Oxidizer flow con- Out o£ calibration 0 0. 99999+
trol orifice and

I

retainer

Oxidizer valve Open, closed, and 0. 3553 0. 99893

leakage

Fuel sealing Leakage 0.0136 0. 99996
hardware

Oxidizer sealing Leakage 0. 0264 0. 99992
hardware

Injector head Burn dinjector 0.2300 0.99931

assembly holes or abnormal

",, flow pattern

t Combustion gas Leakage and 0.0105 0. 99997

_ sealing and attach breakage
hardware

Thrus¢ chamber Hot spots, leak- 0. 0528 0. 99983

hardware age, and explosion

*Percentage weight factors for the orifice and retainers

was less than 0,0001 and consequently were considered
as zero.

?

4
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f Table 14. Failure Mode Analysis of"Two-in-a-Can"
Actuator Configuration

Connection t_ Vehicle

Plug Plug

Gearing

Rate Transducer Rate Transducer

Ball Screw

Connection to TCA

¢
Plug: sho.'t - excessive current - fuse overload protection Redundant

Open Redundant

DC motor: short - excessive current - tase overload

protection Redundant

Open R edund ant

Binding - excessive current - fuse overload protection Redundant

N agnetic clutch: short - excessive current - fuse overload

protection Redundant

Open Redundant

Leakage Redundant

Gearing: binding no gimbal capability

Free movement no gimbal capability

Rate transducer: open or short reduced control capability
Redundant

Ball screw: bi_.ding .N'_ gimbal capabilit:,

Free mov&ment No gimbal capability

End connection: binding No gimbal ca_.ability

Separation 14o gimbal capability
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Table 15. Sliding Plate Failure Mode Analysis

Component Failure Mode Requirements

Upper plate Warping (Temperature or load) Sufficient margin
Close tolerance s

Intermediate Warping (temperature or load) Sufficient margin

plate C lose tolerance s

Lower plate Warping (temperature or load) Sufficient margin
Close tolerances

Upper ball Warping (temperature and vacuum)

retainer Excessive drag, low-friction
material

Outgassing (vacuum), loss of

physical properties, bearing
seizure

Lower ball Warping (temperature and vacuum)

retainer Excessive drag, low-friction

mate rial ]Outgassing (vacuum), loss of

physical properties, bearing
seizure

Upper ball Vacuum welding, bearing seizure

bearings Binding, contamination or corrosion

Brinnelling, shock of engine start

Lower ball Vacuum welding, bearing seizure

bearings Binding, contamination or corrosion

Brinnelling of races, shock of start

Plate Too loose, bearings out of races Close tolerances

assembly Too tight, excessive friction Sufficient margin

ret_'_e r to movement

Linkage Breakage Close tolerances
and suHicient

margin, espe-

cially for single

point failure links

(cause two engines

to flap)

Vacuum Welding, bearing seizure

(10 bearings for yaw).
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f A number of successful runs
w

number of failures

A
k = empirical constant

A
n = number of test runs

Pratt & Whitney, GE, and North American Rockwell data indicate that a

reasonable empirical value for k for a turbopumped rocket engine is:

30
= O. 12245

245

50 l
k = = 0. I2626 = 0. I25 = -

396 8

80.5
- O. I2737

632

Since the failures are approximately equally distributed between turbopump

and chamber assembly, the chamber assembly empirical constant is I/4.

C: The duration of test runs is dependent on the reliability growth because theearly failures will not permit in full-duration runs. Therefore, the average

run time will be less than the fullmission duration. For only a few test

runs, (I00), the average will be about 72 percent.

Expected

Cumulative Cumulative Expected

Number Number Pe rcentage Expected Expected
of Test Runs of Failures Successful ML R

I00 28 72 25 0.96

200 34 83 50 0.98

400 40 90 I00 0.99

800 46 94 200 0.995

1600 52 96.8 400 0.9975

Z000 54 97.3 500 0.998

If the hardware already has an initial reliability, the total number of

test runs is reduced; e. g., if the initial reliability were 0.98 and the final

desired reliability were 0.99, the number of expected development test rm_s

is 400-g00 = Z00. This model places a premium on design activities and

_ , the utilization of already developed hardware, since the total number ofdevelopment tests can be decreased drastically by either of these two
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expedients. It is obvious that extremely high reliabilities are difficultto J

reach, because the model esse,,tially assu_.nes that failure modes are found

by test before they can be fixee. The model also assumes an infinite number

of possible failure modes which are discovered and fixed as they occur in

test, but succeeding failure modes have lower failure rates and are harder

to find. Increasing insight into rocket chamber assembly failure modes,

overstress testing for tolerance investigation, and the provision of adequate

nlargin for each failure mode assist in increasing initialreliability.

Particular test plans which emphasize failure modes with high failure

rates are more productive than others which call for full duration on every

test run; e. g., since start and shutdown have higher failure rates than

steady-state operation, many tests consisting of start, stop, and very short

steady state would improve assembly reliability with .lesstotal duration.

For the case of the start failures equal to all others combined, and a full-

duration test cost of ten times a start/shutdown test, mininlum cost occurs

when three start/shutdown tests are run for every full-duration test (one

start/shutdown test includes all expected starts per mission). For the

reliability goal of 0. 998, 3300 start/shutdown tests and II00 full-duration

tests are projected. If all the full-duration tests were successful, the

reliability goal of 0. 998 would be proven with a binomial sequential

statistical confidence of 90 percent. Further reduction in number of tests _

can be made ifpartly developed engines are used; for example, for the _!
Marquardt engine (where start tests are already completed), 800 full-

duration tests are expected to be sufficient.

Two Engine- Four Engine Configuration Comparison

Gross comparison of the nonredundant two-engine configuration with

the four-engine selected configuration has been completed. The objectives

were to investigate means for improving the two-engine valve and gimbal

actuator reliabilities, to compute the reliability criteria, and to compare

the results with the selected design. Many design features of the two-engine

configuration were assumed (Table 16), and failure rates were allocated to

each component failure mode (Table 17) according to North American

Rockwell Space Division experience, in only that degree of detail necessary

to illustrate the differences between configurations. ,_:,

The four-engine configuration remained higher in crew safety but

lower in mission success than all two-engine configuration improvements

evaluated (Table 18). Crew safety is higher because of the ability to make

more components redundant (i.e., all except the catastropic fai]ure of the

thrust chambers). The two-engine configuration can use redu:,dant start

valves and gimbal actuator motor blocks, but gimbal actuator series items

and throttle valve redundancy would entail substantial development and
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f improvement in the state of the art. Mission success is lower becau ;e of

the larger number of components and the rule of aborting on a single failure.

It is apparent from Table 18 tha" as the number of modifications to the two-

engine design is increased, crew safety rises only slightly but mission

success drops severely. Increasing the configuration spectrum to include

even more redundancy should result in the same trends.

Table 16. Two-Engine Configuration Components

Component Considerations

Propulsion Propellant feed system equivalent to four-engine

design

Two rocket engines providing all functions of

variable lift, pitch, roll, and yaw. Each engine
has one fuel start valve, one oxidizer start valve,

one injector, and one chamber that are equivalent

to four- engine design.

Control Stability augmentation (electronics) equivalent to

four- engine design

Two electrically operated gimbal actuators on each

engine, equivalent to four-engine design

Structure Safety margins equivalent to four-engine design

Power Batteries and distribution system equivalent to

four- engine de sign

Instrumentation Detection of each failure equivalen: to four-engine

design

Modification 1 Each actuator is modified to include two motor

blocks, with either single or multiple switching.

Modification Z Engine start valves are made redundant for all

modes, i.e., four series/parallel valves for each

p rope llant.

Modification 3 Combination of Modifications 1 and Z

.

(
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Table 17. Two-Engine Configuration Failv_e Probabilities

Probability of

Primary Occurrence/LFV

Component Failure Mode Mis sion Comments

Propellant supply Leakage All failures con-
sidered critical

Control False signal to reliability
electronics 0.000360 criteria• Same

Structure Breakage numeric value

as four- engine
Power Low voltage de sign.

Engine

Oxidizer start Open 0. 000209 Allocated from
valve Clos_.d 0. 000209 Marquardt data

and expectation
Fuel start valve Open 0. 000209

of final engineClosed 0. 000209
reliability of

Oxidizer thr'_tle _.'gh 0. 000209 0. 998
valve Low 0 000209 |

Fuel throttle High 0. 000209
valve Low 0. 000209

Injector Poor combustion 0. 000270

Chamber Hot spot 0. 000038

a s sembly Explo sion O. O00020

Gimbal Actuator

Series items Breakage 0. 000030 Allocated from

Motor block No power 0 000970 Aerojet-General• data and

expectation of
final actuator

reliability of
O.999

Since throttling valve redundancy was a major factor in the low crew
safety of the two-engine configuration, several alternatives were evaluated
qualitatively. The TRW style of linked variable cavitating venturi and
injector valve is unsuited for complete redundancy; i.e., the injector

valve is embedded in the injector design to the ext_nt that separation would
involve a complete redevelopment and increase the complication in a
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I Table 18. ReliabilityCriteria Comparison

Probability of Probability of "

Mission Success/ Crew Safety/
Configuration LFV Mission LFV Mission

Two-engine design

Nonredundant 0. 993655 0. 993655

Modification 1: Two-in-a-can 0.993655 0. 993655
actuators

Single-motor block switching 0. 993655 0. 995510

Four-motor block switching 0. 993655 0. 995499

Modification 2: engine start valve 0.986707 0.993302
redundancy

Modification 3: combin._tion of

modifications 1and 2

Single-motor block switching 0. 986707 0. 997147

Four-motor block switching 0. 986707 0. 997136

Four-engine design (computer results 0. 983763 0. 999516

modified to be onChe same gross
terms as two-engine design)

critical location. Other wide-range throttling means are equally difficult

because of the rocket engine characteristic of high injector impedance
(normally, pressure drop) for combustion stability. Narrow-range

throttling can be accomplished by valves in the propellant lines (Figure 61).
Including both engines, the number of valves is equal to that of the selected

four-engine configuration, and alternate modes are provided for each valve

failure. All valves could be operated normally open by providing enough
electronics to allow parallel throttling valves to compensate for errors in
the other (i. e., individual control of each throttling valve). Although this is
promising, noncatastrophic injector and chamber failures, as well as gimbal

actuator series items failures, are not compensated in the two-engine design.

In other words, the added complexity has brought some benefits, but not as
many as are inherent in the four-engine configuration.
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FUEL OXIDIZER

THROTTLING

VALVES

INJECTOR

CHAMBER

e

Figure 61. Engine Valve Redundancy
f
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I
LANDING GEAR

The landing gear design developed as a result of this study is considered

to be relatively conservative, both with respect to its capability and the LFV

design intended to match that capability. However, it is evident that if less

stringent data on requirements are obtained, and as design optimization

work becomes more precise, itwill be quite s[n_ple to modify the design in

the directions of less capability. On the other hand, an increase in capa-

bility from a fundamentally different design would be quite difficult. On this

basis, it is expected that with future effort, the design weight allocation for

the landing gear may be reduced.

As may be seen from the following discussion, the conservative

approach was necessary because the requirements are relatively obsure.
This results from the limited data on lunar surf_tce characteristics and lack

of experience :.nflight control for this type of vehicle.

Requirements

Lurrain Character

C The NASA Lunar Trafficability Model Working Group has assessed the
nature of the lunar surface, primarily from the viewpoint of a Rover design

requirement. Gross lunar topography, of co,_rse, is fairly well known. The

nature of detailed topography and soil is somewhat indeterminant, however.

The best data available come from Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter flights (see

Reference Zl). In this reference, the surface is classified by location into

_mooth mare, rough mare, hummocky upland, and rough upland. As would

be expected, the data on soil properties come from Surveyor flights, but

only one of these flights, Surveyor VII, was in the highlands (near the rim of

Tycho). Reference Zl attempts to estimate the depth of the overlain soil,

partly from Surveyor data but mostly by noting that blocky ejecta from a

crater could only be thrown out if the soil layer had been penetrated. With

this observation, the minimum size of craters with blocky ejecta is deduced

to indicate the depth of the soil. Using this reasoning, the smooth mare and

rough mare are considered to have a median thickne'_s of the overlain soil of

6 and 3 meters, respectively. The report is somewhat ambiguous, since the

two upland areas are noted at one point as having a median soil layer thick-

ness of 5 meters. In another section, after first remarking that "since very

little dRta is available" the layer can only be estimated, it states that, from

Surveyor data, the layer is a few centimeters or deeper. With respect to

local topography, the report states, "many of the rocks appear to be lying on

the fine matrix, other seems to extend slightly below the matrix surface, and

('_ others are almost completely buried. " Evidentiy not all small rocks are
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frangible, since the report notes that a stress applied by the Surveyor soil _

mechanics surface sampler (SMSS) to break a rock was calculated at 290 psi.

After assessing this reportls interpretation of lunar data, and includ-

ing data from Surveyor pictures and reports, it was established that the only

workable assumptions at the present time for design of the LFV landing gear

would be that in some locations of interest to exploratory operations with the

LFV, the soil layer may be thin and/or hard; and that hard rocks may be in

contact with the landing gear at touchdown, either because of poor pilot

visibility, because of the frequency of rock distribution, or because the rocks

are hidden by a thin soil layer. It is apparent that other assumptions could

be made, but not without limiting (at least in light of present knowledge) the

design capability of the LFV to land in various areas of the moon. Appar-

ently, the blocky-wall craters, the ejecta piled up in the center of craters,

and similar phenomena are of interest for exploration.

ith respect to slopes, there is a wide variation over the moon. A

selection of 10-degree slope capability was made arbitrarily, with the

assumption that "_his would permit most of the areas to be explored. It

should be noted, however, that slc. _ is not a strong influence on the landing

gear design, as may be seen in the following discussions.

3Perception and Control Limits

_: The initial conditions for landing -- angular and vertical velocities and

free-fall heights -- are primarily governed by control system precision and
the pilotts ability to operate the controls and observe the surface well enough

":" to stay within the design initial conditions. It was noted in early precontract

_" studies that if attempts were made tc have landing conditions approach zero-

zero, the propellant consumption would be excessive. Surveyor and LM

'_ have a similar trade between landing gear and propellant weight, but the use¢.
of the LFV for repeated landings within one r.-,ission magnifies the problem

_, and tends to shift the optimum in the direction of proportionately heavier

-_ landing gear and even better control and precision at touchdown. If it is

'_o conceded that the control system by itself is sufficiently precise, then the

limiting condition is the pilot and his abilitl to perceive the vehiclels motion

and its relationship to the surface. The best sources of data in this area are

the visual flight simulations performed by North American Rockwell concur-

rently with this study. The results of this simulation of achievable landing

: initial conditions are sh._wn in Figures 62 and 63. Since the landing gear

design process started before the simulations, the estimates of proper

landing initial conditions from prior trade studies (intended to balance

propellant weight against landing gear weight) were used as goals for the

pilot. As noted in Figure 62, the design capability exceeds the mean value
of the simulation results for every parameter -- with or without an engine
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8
failure. However, the 3_ values in some cases, particularly the lateral

and vertical velocities, exceed the design limits. It would be most desirable

if the simulation showed no discrepancy between design conditions and

pilot/control system capability, even at the 3_ levels. However, it was

concluded that with the simulation limitations that prevailed, probable

performance in lunar operations with better visual cues and with ample

training would be within the design limits of the landing gear. It is apparent,

however, that there is no margin for imprecision in the control system

itself (which would be present if stability augmentation were not used) (see

Figure 63).

Pilot Attenuation

The primary purpose of the landing gear is to attenuate the landing

shock to a level that is tolerable to the pilot. The attenuation requirements

of the hardware are not the controlling condition. As described in the

"Human Factors" section of this volume, these limits were established

after study to be Z g vertical and 1 g lateral for a standing unrestrained

"_ pilot, and 8 g vertical and 4 g lateral for a sitting or standing closely

restrained pilot. In order to prevent rebound, most of the mass must be

;_ attenuated and the energy dissipated, not merely stored temporarily in a

_ _ spring. To attenuate only the pilot would leave a sizable unattenuated mass,
_ _¢ and rebound would be excessive.

}:
.;.. Toppling Stability

To prevent toppling, the gear spread must be wide enough to convert

all horizontal kinetic energy to potential energy by rotation about locked
pads. This assumes rock impact, or no sliding. The vertical velocity

component resists this overturning. The design requirement used is 2 fps

at zero vertical velocity (tripping into a slope) and is considered conserva-

tive. It assumes an initialtouchdown pitch attitude of minus I0 degrees and

a 20-degree stability margin. In terms of the angle (_) between the X-Y
plane and a plane through two pads and the c.g. the gear spread require-

ment is shown in Figure 64 with vertical velocity and c.g. height as

parameters.

Vehicle Integration

The preceding discussion would apply to any lunar flying vehicle.

There are, however, several aspects of the particular design and its

constraints which affect the l_u_dlng gear. Most important is stowability.

_ The landing gear is the part of the structure wL!=h forms the extremities of

:{ ( the vehicle, and as such it becomes the limiting envelope in LM stowing.
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D
Early designs were forced to accept a con_,promise solution by folding or
disassembly of the legs in order to fit the LM corner compartment. Fortu-

nately, t,he c.g. of the final preliminarv design was low enough to avoid
this.

A second important aspect of vehicle integrationconsiders the plume
ejecta resultingfrom engine oi.,erationnear the surface during landing. A

study defining the characteristics of the plume and the ejecta is described
in Volume 2. This study indicatesthat there can be, at levels lower than

50 to 60 inches, plume ejecta that might damage the vehicle. Itis not clear
that thisproblem could be solved by protecting the base of the vehicle. The
engines themselves would be vulnerable, at leastfrom secondary particles,
and being radiation-cooled, are not readily protected. A more favorable
solution,and one which accrues no weight penalty, was used. Itutilizesan

operational rule that the engine must cut offat a safe plume height. In the
event that subsequent study or operational experience proves that the safe
plume height is much lower, only operational practices need be changed,
not the design of the vehicle. The concept does require thatthe limiting

conditionon verticalvelocitybe compatible with the free-fallheight. Fig-
ure 65 illustratesthe variation of free-fallheight with initialvelocityat
cutoffand the landing gear capabilityboundaries. To aid the pilotin staying

within the boundaries, surface contact sensors to indicatethe appropriate
, altitudefor cutoffare provided on the vehicle.

The vehicle also has a payload range of 0 to 370 pounds. This,
coupled with the variation in propellant aboard, causes a 2-to-1 weight
variationat touchdown thatmust be ¢onsidered in the design of the landing

gear.

A finalaspect of thisparticular vehicle program to be considered in
landing gear design is the requirement to use availablehardware techniques

and mature arts wherever possible.

Concept Development

The precontract studies resulted in development ot_the landing gear
concept shown in Figure 2 and incorporated in the baseline configuration at

the inception of the contract study. This landing gear depended on a spring
attenuator in the footpad (see Figure 66) to resist all lateral energy compo-

nents. It utilizes a damped spring with deflection capability limited to about
an inch. The hydraulic attenuator, wILich takes the vertical component, is
adequate. However, subsequent investigations revealed that the lateral
component could exceed the initial horizontal velocity at cutoff by a consid-

erable margin due to rotation of the vehicle. In fact, the lateral velocity#

component, (relative to the body axis system), initially at a 2-fps horizontal
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Figure 65. Cutoff Height Capability-
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velocity at engine cutoff, can reach 3 to 4 fps at touchdown. This doubling

of the lateral velocity increases the energy by a factor of 4, and the pad

spring lateral attenuator concept became impractical purely from a weight

standpoint.

Figure 67 presents the results of a study investigating several means

of mechanizing the landing gear and integrating itwith landing gear structure.

This study utilizes the at-pad horizontal damped spring attenuator and was

primarily an attempt to minimize the angular and lateral motion of the foot-

pad during veztical attenuation.

At this point in concept development, two important design problems

were apparent. One was the need to develop a lightweight mechanism that

would attenuate lateral velocity components and thus meet the requirement

that the vehicle design attenuate hidden or unobserved rock impact (no

sliding). The second serious problem was vaguely defined at the time as
the desire to obtain a central attenuator. What was needed was a solution

to the problem of independent landing legs wherein the energy is taken by

any one or all of the legs. This gives rise to a multil]_cation factor (4 for a

four-leg gear) on boO_ stroke and acceleration attenuation level, depending

on whether the vehicle is at the heavyweight stroke-limiting condition or the

lightweight g-limiting condition.

Attempts at developing a mechanism for a central attenuator in which

linkages were used from the legs to a central attenuator were not fruitful.

All candidate designs were patently heavy, inasmuch as the leverage required

introduces moments throughout the vehicle. For that reason, none of the

designs were reduced to drawings.

The solution to both problems was obtained through the design shown in

Figure 68. An early antecedent of this concept is the stagecoach suspension.

It may not he optimum for large vehicles, but it is most suitable at the scale

of a lunar flying vehicle. As may be seen in the figure, the effect of a

central attenuator is essentially achieved, i.e. , all of the attenuators are I

acting in every landing condition, and there is no multiplication per se due
to the number of pads in contact with the ground. Anothe_r way of expressing

this is that, in any coordinate direction, rotational or linear, velocities are

always taken by the same attenuator, and there is no superfluous set.

Design Optimization

_ At the end of the conceptual phase, the concept of the integral leg-frame

_ landing gear had been assumed to incorporate only four attenuators. It has

• been suggested that since the landing gear has six degrees of freedom, space
mechanism principles require that it use at least six attenuators. However,
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in the design optimization study, a less elegant approach was used. This
amovnted simply to running the landing dynamics programs with various
attenuator arrangements in an attempt to acquire stability over the large
range of deflections involved at this energy level. The result was the
determination that pin-ended, skewed struts could not be made stiff enough
to satisfy both the g-load and platform displacement limits. Up to a certain
point, the mechanism was capable of providing constrained motion, but after
the angles between the attenuator and the body became obtuse, the arrange-
ment was no longer kinematically correct. Several suggestions were mad_
to restrain the struts in some manner that would effectively apply other

mechanism principles. It is possible that this could work, but a very
detailed investigation would be necessary to evaluate the additional hardware
involved. Such restrained struts would experience excessive moments in
most cases and probably would be quite heavy.

The use of six attenuators was proven, by a series of runs on the
dynamics program, to be adequate. However, the attenuator pattern
required three attach points to the cruciform type of landing gear. This
geometry was not compatible with efficient structure, requiring excessive
bridging to pick up the attenuator hard points. It was considered preferable
to use eight attenuators, which gave a more satisfactory structure interface.

C_ This arrangement is shown in Figure ZZ. Two skeweci struts are used per
leg, one essentially for vertical and pitch and roll components, the other
skewed in the lateral plane, primarily for yaw but also partially effective
in the other coordinate directions. The yaw struts are arranged in opposing

pairs. The final arrangement of the strut attach points was determined by
iteration with the preliminary design layout and involved optimizing clear-
ances with the tanks and the engines. Using this arrangement and the
characteristic of the attenuator design that had been developed concurrently,
several worst-case runs were made with the landing dynamics computer

program. These runs established the anticipated loads, accelerations,
attenuator strokes, and angular and linear displacements of the platform

body relative to the leg frame and to the ground. The cases included verifi-
cation of toppling stability as well. The runs indicate that the capability is
within the limits defined by the approximate, closed-form analyses of
Phase I displayed'in Figure 69.

Table 19 shows the results of these cases with regard to relative

motion of the body and the leg frame, and shows the general description of
the initial conditions for each run. The results show a horizontal relative
movement of Z. Z inches, a vertical movement of 2.3 inches or less,

relative angular displacements of 15 degrees about the vertical axis, and a
total horizontal inclined angle of 8 degrees between the platform and leg

_ frame. Tl_e maximum stroke of the attenuator was 3 inches, using a strut! payload of 141 pounds and a _ _aximum strut force of about 1000 pounds. It
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was subsequently determined that the actual stiffness of the leg frame was

lower than anticipated, which would permit a stiffer attcr, uator. For this

reason, the results shown are somewhat conservative, and if the improved

attenuator were part of the input, the results would be even more favorable.
It is also probable that the entire load stroke curve of the attenuator could

be improved by reshaping it to a much higher preload and a higher maximum

load without exceeding the design acceleration.

CRT plots resulting from the runs are contained in Appendix B. These

plots show, besides the relative motions of Table 19, the accelerations,

strut strokes, and motion with respect to the ground. In all cases, the first

leg contacting the ground is assumed to impact a rock. The nose-up

conditions are into a downhill slope, and the nose-down conditions are into

a uphill slope. Figure 70 shows the coordinate system used on the printout

and relates it to the coordinate system of the vehicle.

Attenuator De s ign

Concept Development

Initial attenuator concept analyses covered a wide range of possible

devices. All of these are force- and velocity-limited attenuators and their,
efficiency for the application depends on how close they approximate a --

constant-force displacement (load-stroke curve at the velocity of interest).

An ideal attenuator, of course, would be one that is g-limited, but such a

device undoubtedly would incorporate sensors of a type that would add com-

plexity and reduce reliability. Types originally considered included friction,

cyclic deformation, inelastic deformation, and h_draulic. Springs alone

were not considered, since the requirement of the attenuator is to ultimately

(within a few cycles at most) absorb the kinetic energy of the vehicle (other-

wise the rebound condition will be severe).

Internal friction or damping is utilized in the spring footpad attenuator

of Figure 65. As noted in the preceding discussion, this device has

extremely limited energy capabilities. The bicycle brake type of friction

device was eliminated as having inherently low energy capacity per unit

weight. Cyclic deformation types of attenuators were reviewed, and the

"rolling ring" concept, at one time in development for the Apollo crew couch

strut, was studied. This device was finally assessed as temperature-

sensitive and somewhat heavy for this application. The most study emphasis

was placed on the remaining two devices, inelastic deformation and hydraulic.

O
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The inelastic deforma:_on type was studied by first reviewing an

extensive pater t and literature file on th._ subject. Most of the file concerned
crushable honeycomb devices which _,eze not considered suitable for the
multiple-l_nding requirement of the LFV because they were bulky. The most
compact and the highest in potential s_.ecific energy capability were found in
devices such as the fragmenting tube, which utilized metal deformation.
The field of candidates in this area was finally narrowed to one that had
been thoroughly developed. This was the so called "flowerpot" concept
illustrated in Figure 71. This concept was developed by Stanley Aviation
and used on the B-58 airplane capsule as an attenuator. It is considered
to have reproducible performance, high energy capacity per pound, and is
relatively insensitive to thermal changes. Since the shear force, even for
a small metal cross section, is very high, it was determined that a force
multiplier was necessary to apply this concept to the LFV. A mechanism
was also needed to recycle the -J.uit for each successive landing. A method
of doing this hydraulically is shown in Figure 72. One version shown is
a central energy absorber type, actuated by hydraulic fluid from hydraulic
pistons mounted at the attenuation point. The other version has the strut
piston directly attached to the energy absorber. The force is multiplied
hydraulically. In both cases, a gas spring actuates return fluid through a
Surveyor-type rate-sensitive valve to re-extend the legs in preparation for
the next landing. In this way, the insert would be progressively shortened -_
by deformation at each landing. The insert was designed for up to five )
landings, after which it would be replaced.

Throughout the conceptual phase, the baseline configuration was a
hydraulic attenuator of the Surveyor type. Review of the Surveyor design
(Figure 73) showed that it is not particularly temperature-sensitive. It

has a design operating range of 0 to 125 F. This was considered acceptable
for the LFV environment and installation.

The conceptual pha_e was concluded by selecting the Surveyor

hydraulic attenuator. The metal deformation type, though it has high
potential, was not selected because extensive verification testing and

development would be necessary _o provide the principle, whereas, the
hydraulic type has already been proven.

Attenuator Preliminary Design

The desired load stroke curve for the attenuatorwas established by

an iterativetechnique using the landing ,_ynamics program and the

preliminary design landing gear arrangement. This gave an approximate
desired characteristic. A short computer program was then written and

incorporated into equations for the damping and spring effects of the
! attenuator, using the data from Dow Corning on the Surveyor Type F40Z9
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compressible silicon fluid. From these equations, the actual load stroke
curve of the attenuator was developed, along with piston and orifice sizes
and liquid volume requirements. These values determined the basic
characteristics of the design shown in Figure Z4. The design uses 6A1-4Va

titanium for the pressure shell. ISreload is obtained by pressurizing the gas
compartment to approximately Z000 psi. This pressure is transmitted to
the stainless bellows and through the rate-sensitive Surveyor-type valve to
the liquid compartment. This pressure acting over the area of the piston
rod develops the preload force. It also is the force which re-extends the
rod after landing. During motion of the piston, the liquid flows through the
damping orifices, and energy is dissipated as heat. The compression
stroke orifice, which is the larger, contains a check valve so that it is not
actuated on the extension stroke. The extension stroke orifice is small

enough to not require a check valve, and the liquid flows in either direction
through itwith negligibleeffecton compression "strokedamping. The
spring effectof the unit is obtained b;-conxpression of the fluidby the
amount of wetted rod volume at the bottom of the stroke. The maximum

pressure obtained due to this effectis 12,000 psi. All of these pressure
values are comparable to those used on the Surveyor design. It is also

expected that the rate-sensitivevalve and the check valve are of a size
comparable to those used on the Surveyor, and similar hardware may be

used. For repeated landings, the rate of heat dissipation may be a con- )trollingfactor in the duty cycle. This requires thermal analysis to
determine the unit'sheat rejection rate and temperature profile and the
preload excursion range.

STRUCTURE

This section describes the results of design and analysis of the LFV
structure. Itincludes a discussion of the selection of structural materials

as well as of the methods chosen for framing LFV primary structure.

Parametric Phase

Initialstudies of the LFV design indicated no requirement to depart

from conventional spacecraft materials. Most of the structure can
advantageously use 6061-T6 or 7575-T6 aluminum in built-up sections.

Ifnecessary, highly stressed areas can utilizetitanium 6AI-4Va to save
weight. Fiberglass (polyimide or phenolic) is to be used in deep-formed
sections such as the seat. To enclose externally applied multilayer

insulationon areas such as the propellant tank, heat-formed and/or gore-
fittedsections of 6-railaluminized Xapton are to be used. The covering

will be seamed and conformed with Kapton/silicone pressure-sensitive

adhesive tape and then painted with white thermal paint. Helium vessels j
will be protected with an epoxy coat (as used on Apollo) with a final coat
of white thermal paint.
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Application of Boron Composites

A preliminary investigation of the potential of boron composites--
epoxy or metal matrix--had the following objectives:

1. To reduce the weight of the structure

Z. To simplify the structure by going to a single-member leg

3. To reduce the stowage envelope of the LFV

As these objectives require a substantial design effort, the potentials
of boron composites and North American Rockwell capabilities with these
materials were reviewed.

Generally, for conventional construction, the substitutionof boron

composites for aluminum structures yields an approximate weight saving
ranging from 15 to 30 percent of the weight of the aluminum structure. This

percentage increases when the structure is redesigned s_ to take
advantage of boron composite properties. On the other hand, minum

C structure is controlled by a minimum-gauge requirement, the _ gainin the use of boron is reduced.

The material cost is relati-elyhigh. For the boron-epoxy the cost
per pound, including fabrication, is $500. 00. The cost for boron-aluminum
is at least twice that of boron-_poxy, or $1000 per pound. However, _i_

cost must be compared to the cost per pound of payload.

No damage due to outgassing of a boron-epoxy structure is predicted
for exposure to a lunar environment up to one year. Good erosion resistance

has been demonstrated in aircraftapplicationof boron-epoxy in flighttests
through rainstorms and hail.

Itis not anticipatedthat scheduling and cost requirements would
depart much from those for an all-aluminum structure.

The North American Rockwell Space Division Materials and Processes
organization has been engaged over the past two years in the development

of boron composites from the standpointof structural efficiency,design,
and manufacturing. The overall objectives consisted of:

I. Extending material properties definitioninto the cryogenic regime

2. Defining application areas for future hardware
space

3. Design, fabrication, and test of a demonstration article;
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The demonstration article consisted of a cylindrical, tension-

compression cryogenic strut for a nuclear flight stag," and is presently
under test. The lead time for ordering material required was six to eight
weeks.

To assess what gains, if any, the application of boron-epoxy would
afford the LFV, a cursory investigation of the truss defined in the baseline
design was conducted.

The applied loads at the attenuator pad were based on an upper limit
of 8.0 g on the astronaut. This condition occurs when the LFV is at
minimum weight during a four-point landing.

For a weight of 601 pounds, one pad reaction is 1202 pounds. The

compressive load in the truss upper member is 1700 pounds (Ultimate
UFS - 1.5). For a pin-ended column length of 21.0 inches, the minimum
I = 0. 0076 in. 4 for aluminum. The dimensions of an aluminum tube to

match the I are 3/4 inch outside diameter, tw = 0. 058 inch, area = 0. 1261

in. Z; 1 inch outside diameter, t w = 0. 020 inch, area = 0. 0624 in. Z; or
1.2 inch outside diameter, tw = 0. 012 inch, area = 0. 0423 in. 2.

The 1.2 inch outside diameter is limiting because of wall thickness 3
and cross-sectional area (block compression and local buckling). The
equivalent I in boron-epoxy will be

0. 0076 4
I - - 0. 0025 in.

3

Assuming a minimum of two layers, or 0. 010 inch, the column radius
is R ; 0.43 inch, or a diameter of 7/8 inch.

The cross-sectional area consistent with this diameter is

7 2
A = _ x x 0. 01 = 0. 0275 in.x

or a stress of

1700 : 62000 psi_A = O. 0275

One additional wrap will be required in the hoop direction to stabilize
the filaments. Cross-sectional area is therefore

7
A B = 0.0_75 x I. 5 = 0. 0412 in.
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Compared to the aluminum structure, weight reduction is at least

equal to 3Z. 6 percent for the 1.2 inch outside diameter and at the maximum

(outside diameter = 3/4 inch), it is 77.5 percent.

An average weight reduction of 50 percent may "Derealized. Applied

to a body weight of 18 pounds and a truss weight of 13 pounds, and sub-
tracting 15 pounds of unaffected fittings, the weight-saving improvement

has a maximum potential of 8 pounds.

For tension application, the reductions are even larger, since the

strength/density ratio between boron-epoxy and aluminum alloy is
approximately 3.5.

This preliminary investigationindicates that boron-epoxy can result
in about 8 pounds of weight reduction. However, further investigationswill

be necessary to ascertain thatthis weight reduction is not offsetby increased
weight in the end fittings, Use on the LFV is not recommened unless weight
becomes extremely critical.

Conceptual De sign

! No normal structural analysis was required or prepared for the
several designs developed in the parametric phase. However, mass
properties estimates for each configuration were based on member/section
spot-check sizing calculations for primary elements.

Preliminary Design Structural Analysis

This subsection presents the results of initialstructural analyses of
the preliminary design configuration (Figure 19}.

Vehicle Factors of Safety

All loadings generated for the LFV were increased proportionately by

multiplying them by the following factors for the general structure and

pressure vessels.

1. General structure
t

a. Yield factor of safety = 1.10 x limit load

b. Ultimate factor of safety = I. 5 x limit load
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2. Pressure vessels

a. Proof pressure = 1. 5 x maximum operating pressure

b. Yield pressure = 1.66 x maximum operating pressure

c. Burst pressure = 2. 0 x maximum operating pressure

The pressure vessel factors are higher than those used for Apollo to
reflect the repeated use and landing requirements of the LFV. They comply
with the manned aircraft standard for rocket propellant tanks given in
Reference 22.

Description of Structure

Structurally, the LFV shown in Figure 32 consists of two major
components: the legs, or landing gear, and the hub, or carry-through
structure. These two components are separate elements interconnected
by the attenuators.

Legs ._
There are four legs, each consisting of two segments of uneven

length. The short leg is verticaland carries the landing pad at one
extremity. The other end is rigidlyattached to the longer segment, forming

an angle a littlelarger than 90 degrees. The four legs are joined
together to form a cruciform. The rocket engines are mounted in the
cruciform, one in each quadrant.

The leg cross section is triangular. It was constrained to this shape
(rather than to a circular one, for instance) by clearance requirements of
the rocket engine nozzle. However, the triangle embodies the structural
features required to match the applied Ioadings, i.e., bending about a
horizontal axis, bending about a vertical axis, and torque about a lateral
axis (normal to the horizontal one). The bending material is placed at
three corners of the triangular cross section.

Hub

This component is so named because i_ forms a center for the
collection and dispersal of loading or forces. The propellant tanks and
payload pans are cantilevered from it; the pilot's seat and its attached
accessories (consoles, footrest, throttle, controls, etc. ) roll in tracks
directly connected to the upper surface of the hub. The load transfer

( from legs to hub and vice versa occurs at the eight attenuator attach points.
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Ideally, the hub should consist of .ewo pairs of crossbeams forming a square
frame. Each pair of beams would extend out to pick up the propellant tanks

and payload pans. Differential rotation between the legs and the hub woubi
require _heeting the top and bottom surfaces of the cen*.ral square frame to
form a shear-resistant box. The depth of the beams can be constrained to
Z. _ to 3.0 inches.

The hub design, as shown in Figure ZZ, utilizes, in general, the

shape described above. It was adjus+_d to accommodate the location of the
attenuators (_hich define a rectangular rather than a ._quare frame) and the
payload pans, which are not level with the top of the hub. The central
frame has been sheeted top and bottom instead of being framed. For seat

adjustment, it was elected to use guides attached to the top surface of the
box. The alternate approach would utilize framing instead of sheeting so
that the seat could roll in the existing carry .through beam channels.

Structural Design Loads

The LFV is subjected to a variety of lcading environments which may

be classified under two load headings relating to preactivation and operational
use of the vehicle.

-C The preactivation environments encompass fabrication, handling,
transportation, testing, loading aboard the LM, launch to orbit, injection
into lunar orbit, deorbit, and moon landing. However, throughout th,s
phase, the LFV, dry and unloaded, is at its '_inimum weight, and the
resultant loads have only a local effect.

;_ A definition of the loads and environments for the preactivation phase
_'. is given in the LFV system specification (Volume 5 of this report).

:, Post-Activation Environment

_ The operational loading spectrum of the LFV covers the bulk of the
". design conditions /or the vehicle. However, *,he peak loading is controlled

by the allowable human tolerances, which _re discussed under _uman
Factors _: in this volume.

The results may be summarized as follows: the maximum normal
(or "eyeballs down") and lateral (:_eyeballs in, out, or side _') accelerations
(in earth g) must not exceed 8.0 and 4.0, respectively. The maximum

_ design force of the attenuators is therefore based on the forcp required
when the veLicle is at its lightest weight and when all attenuators are

C active. The stroke o_ the attenuators will, on the other hand, be determined' at the maximum gross weight and for the most unfavorable cnmbination of
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vertical,horizontal, and rotationalvelocities. The resultant g forces in _t_
this _e will be inversely proportional to the ratio of minimum to maximum
vehicle weight. This ratio may be as low as 1/Z. Because of this wide
variaticn in deceleration, vehicle components will be subjected to their
maxim_lm loading at different gross weights. A summary of the design
conditions used in the analysis of the components of the LFV is given in
the folJowing subsections.

Legs

Two conditions have been defined, one yielding maximu_£_ bending
moment for a load applied in the plane of the legs, the other yielding
maximum bending moment for loads in and out of the plane of the legs and
resulting in maximum torque and shear.

CJndition 1. a. This condition involves maximum vertical velocity (at
maximum or minimum weight) and zero horizontal and rational rates and

postulates an uneven landing surface permitting only two diagonally opposed
legs to contact the ground.

Condition 1. b. This condition is the same as Condition 1. a, except that the

forward velocityis maximum and normal to the plane of the impacting legs. -_
' The legs are prevented from sliding by rocks. The resulting movement is a

rotational acceleration bringing the leading leg in contact with the ground.
The initial leading leg ground clearance was defined as Z. 0 inches.

Hub or Carry-Through Structure

Each pair of crossbeams is defined iur the maximum condition
associated with the element they support, i.e. , the payload pans and tanks.
The seat-and-accessories loading is applied close to the attenuators and
results in relatively low bending moments in the crossbeams.

Payload Pans

The design conditionfor the payload pans arises when the LFV is at

minimum propellantweight and at maximum verticalvelocity. The resultant
deceleration is

7OO

n - I--_-_x 8.0 = 5.6 g
Zpp

0
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Tank Supports

In this case, the payload pans are empty, and the propellant tanks
are full. The resultant deceleration is

700

nz 1070 x 8.0 = 5. Z3 g
TS

Propellant Tanks

The propellant tanks are subjected to an internal pressure of 300 psig

at maximum operating condition. To this pressure must be added the

hydraulic head at the maximum acceleration of 5.Z3 g. However, this

amounts to approximately 4. 5 psi at the lowest point in the tank, or i.5

percent of the working pressure. Ithas been neglected in the calculations.

Environments

Two environments are associated with the design conditions described

above: thermal and meteoroid. A third environment, (vacuum) has no

appreciable effect on the structural materials used. It has, however, animpact on exposed moving parts which require dry lubrication to avoid cold

welding.

The thermal effects on the structure of the LFV originate from direct

or indirect solar radiation and/or from the rocket engine bell nozzle and

plume. Thermal protection is provided to limit the upper structural

temperatures to 200 F. Cold soak may drive the temperature down to

-150 F. In the structural analyses, the upper temperature of 200 F has

been used.

Meteoroid penetration may affect the propellant tank design. However,

the thermal protection over these components is possibly sufficient to double

as meteoroid protection. The definition of the meteoroid environment is

contained in the system specification (Volume 5).

Loading Distribution

The internal loading distribution for the leg and hub structure is

generated below for the design conditions outlined under "Structural Design
Loads".

The weights used in the derivation of the loading were kept constant

to avoid the occasional change in the control weights. However, they are
close enough to the final weight to ignore the effect on the= results.
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Maximum gross weight is 1370.0 pounds. Propellant weight is 300.0 pounds
(oxidizer = 180.0, fuel = 120). Payload weight is 370.0 pounds, and burnout
weight (no payload) is 700.0 pounds. Leg loading for Condition 1. a (two-
point contact with the two legs in contact being diagonaUy opposite) assumes
uneven terrain and flat landing at maximum vertical velocity.

The resultant maximum acceleration is 8.0 g vertical. The landing
shock loads are over before attenuation reaches its maximum value.

Reaction at each leg, R c = (700 x 8.0 x 1.5)/Z = 4Z00 pounds. The attenuated
mass applies the loads at four places on the cruciform platform at the
attenuators. For this condition, the innermost attenuator reacts most of
the load.

The shear force diagram is given in Figure 74, and the bending

moment is given in Figure 7S. In addition to these loads, a torque is
introduced due to the attenuator attach point offset relative to the section
centroid. This torque is assumed to be wholly balanced across the center
section by the opposite torque.

This condition has been simplified to ignore the relieving effect of

the bending moment occurring at the knee of the leg due to fixity, as shown "_'_|
below. - _

' t

For Condition I.b (two-leg contact and rock impact), in additionto

the verticalvelocity, the vehicle also has maximum forward velocityand
is restrained from slidingby the interpositionof rocks. Because of
design criteria, the forces horizontally must not exceed 4.0 g, and the
load on the legs may be assumed to be half that of the vertical.

j

However, because the force is proportional to the deflection (a rota-
tion of the leg about its axis), the full load will not be developed. Instead,
rotation of the body will bring the leading or trailing leg in contact with
the ground and relieve the horizontal force. A force of one-half, or
2.0 g, can be expected. The corresponding side force is 1050 pounds.
This loading introduces a bending moment as welI, as a torque. The bending
moment and shear force diagrams are given on Figures 75 and 74,

re spectively.

I
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Hub Loading

The hub loading_ as described above, is the result of the payload

pans and tanks, each alternately full and empty at their respective maximum

accelerations. Each condition is analyzed below.

Tank Support Crossbeams. For this condition, the payload pans are

empty, and the tanks are full. The reactions at each attenuator are equal.

R I = R 2 = 703 pounds. The shear and bending moment diagrams for each

tank crossbeam are given h-_Figure ?6.

Payload Pan Crossbeams. In this condition, the tanks are empty,

and the payload pans are fully loaded. The reaction at each attenuator is

R 1 = R 2 = 725 pounds. The shear and bending moment diagrams for each
load pan crossbeam are given in Figure 77.

Tank Loading

The tanks are of the Gemini type and are 20.0 inches in diameter.

The maxinnu'._ operating pressure is B00.0 psig. The membrane loads

t are:

300 x 1.5 x 10
At proof N = = 2250 Ib/in.

p 2

300 x 1.66 x i0
At yield N = = 2500 Ib/in.

y 2

300 x2.0 x 10

At burst NB = Z = 3(_00 Ib/in.

The reactions at the trunnions due to the maximum vertical decelera-

tion of n = 5.25 for the oxidizer tank arez

200 x 5.25 x 2.0

Rox 2 1060 pounds each

Reactions for the fuel tank are

150 x 5.25 x2.0

RF = 2 = 787 pounds each

Stress Analysis

C The stress was conducted for the elements
following analysis major

of the LFV (i. e. , legs, hub, and tanks) based on the loading derived in the

• preceding subsection.
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Legs - Condition I.a

The cross section of the leg was constrained by the tank clearance and
engine geometry and is shown in Figure 78. The cap material is placed at
the three corners of the triangular cross section.

Sizin_ of Cross Section. The distance h between centroids is
approximately 3.7 inches. The load distribution,assuming that the area
is concentrated at the centroids, is

M 138, 600
p = m = = 37 700 poundsv h 3.7 '

The yield stress of the material at room temperature can be used at

these large loads (for 7075-T0,¢cy = 65,000 psi, andCtu = 75,000 psia).
However, the temperature of the structure is assumed to reach ZOO F, and
the room temperature values must be degraded by 6 percent.

The tensilecross-sectional area, A t, is given by

37,700 x I.06 2
At = 75,000 = 0.535 in.

The compressive cross-sectional area, A c, is given by

A = 37,700 x I.06 = 0.616 in.2
c 65,000

A c is divided equally between two caps, one at each corner of the base
of the inverted triangle, or

O.616 2
Acl - Z - O. 308 in.

Condition I.b. The resultantbending moment is 47,200 in-lb, and

the load/cap (at the base of the inverted triangle)is given by:

Ph = 47, ZOO = 16,300 poundsZ. 9

The net loading on one cap due to the combined bending is: ;,
P

V

P = Ph + "Z--= 16,300 + 18,850 = 35, 150 poundsr -

F
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Figure 78 . Leg Croos Section
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The cross-sectional area/cap is equal to

35,150 x 1.06 2

Ac 1 65,000 0. 573 in.

The shear forces in the cross section are a combination of two shear

forces and a torque. The torque is given by

T = 1050 x 13.5 = 14,200 in. lb

The cross-sectional area of the section is

2
AXS = Z x4. Z5 = 8.5in.

The shear flow due to torque is qLT

_ -'_ "_ -'_" qT14,200 6 -. ,_ ..__._

qT = Zx8.5 = 835 lb/in, qT_C__/

The shear flow due to lateral load is --L

_ 1050 = 310 lb/in.
qLT Z x 1.7 3

1050 qLS qv qLS
qLS - Z x 3. Z = 164 lb/in.

1

The shear flow due to the vertical load is T

4Z00 = 840 lb/in. IV
qv = ZxZ. 5

"" qMAX = qT + qLS + qv = 1839 Ib/in.

If material thickness is 0. 06 inch, then the stress level is

1839
- 0.06 = 31,000 psi

Z
(0. 06

tall. = 8x 107x _ Z.51 = 46,000psi

$
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r
The bending at the tip of the leg is due to the drag force in the plane

of the leg frame. The maximum such force is equal to 2100 pounds. The
resuitant bending moment is

M T = 2100 x 13.5 = 28,400 in.-lb

The material required to resist this moment is determined as for the root
s e ctiou:

MT 28,400
= -- = = 7700 Ibs

PVT h 3.7

Cap area required in compression (apex of triangle)is

7700 x 1.06 2

_' ACT = 65,000 "_ 0. 125 in.

Cap area required in tension is

7700 x I.06 2

:' f. = = 0. 0545 in.
_" w_ ATT 2 x 75,000

Tank Support Crossbeams

_" The available depth of beams is 2.5 inches. Per support, the maximur._
bending moment is

_.._ M = 13,000 in. -Ib
max

.0

_, The load per cap area is

max 1 3,000
_- P - = = 5800 pc.,undsc max h 2.25

c

where h is the centroidal distance between caps.c

The cross-sectional material required in 7075-T_, aluminum is

P- c max 5800 x I.06

_ ACT _all. = 75,000 = 0. 0815 in. 2

t C, - 191 -
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Compressi,,_ material is _ 3

5800 x 1.06 . Z

ACc = -q_,_d6--= o.Izs_.

__
T o. 065 in.

48 in.

1
._k O.lOi .

Shear flow is T

1680 1120 lb/in.
qT - 1. 5 -

Shear stress is

1120
-r = _ = 23 400 psiO. 048

Allowable s' ear stress is
2

r all. = KS E !

/0. 048_ 2
= 5.3 x i07 x\ I-_"5--! = 54,500 psi

This is not achievable because plasticitywould modify this value down- i_
ward. However, itindicategthat a high allowable is achievable in excess of lthe 23,400 psi stress developed in the section.

Payload Pan Crossbeams

The loading in the crossbeams supporting the pans is very close to that

for the tank, i.e., 14,450 in.olbversus 13,000 in.-Ib,or an II percent

"ncrease. The cross section as shown for the tank supports, includingthe
sheeting effectivewidth (notfactored previously),is adequate for this

application. _'-'L _
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|
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION

A mission requirement for the lunar flying vehicle is that it be capa-

ble of carrying up to 370 pounds of scientific payload. As noted in Fig-
ure 79, the logic diagram for the payload studies it was also an initial r' /

mission requirement that a rescued astronaut be one of the payloads. This

NASA requirement was tater removed. The result of the payload character-
istics definition study is shown in Table Z0, which contains fists and

describes representative scientific payloads supplied by NASA. In addition

to the characteristics shown, it was established that each payload shou'.d be

self-contained with respect to power, thermal protection, and structural

integrity. The primary 2robtem, then, for payload integration amounted to

providing sufficient ftexi} fifty to accommodate the range cf bulk densities,

weights, and sizes of the various payloads and yet maintain vehicle balance

during flight.

Conceptual Studies

Comprehensive payload integration studies were initiated after primary

vehicle characteristics, such as engine, tank, and landing gear placement,

were established, since these depended on more fundamental requirementsrelated to vehicle operability and safety. This approach was successful in

that the final payload integration design did not result in compromising the

fundamental requirements and characteristics of the vehicle. The primary

interaction with vehicle design was with respect to pilot visibility and, as

noted in the following discussion, this was ultimately solved without basic

changes in the vehicle's general arrangement. Since the payload integration

factors are essentially all geometric - involving weight and balance, pilot

access, pilot visibility, and structura[ arrangement - most of the results of

the study are illustrated in the drawing of Figure 80. As shown in the

figure, a range of configurations covering a broad range; of payload bulk

characteristics were investigated. The study indicated that three concepts

were basically acceptable. On _ involved load pans located above the tanks.

Little or no seat movement for trim would be required if the payloads can be

balanced. It is the simplest and the i_ghtest structural arrangement for low-
bulk payloads. It would, however, 3enerally give a higher loaded e.g. for
the vehicle,

A second concept utilized a fixed aft load pan {Configuration E,

Figure 80). In order to obtain vehicle trim, the seat is movable forward,

requiring 6 inches of movement for a 100-pound typical aft payload. This

¢lesign was considered to be the tightest for moderate bulk at the 100-pound

payload range. A third concept (Configuration A) moved the aft load pan and

. seat It was considered to be the most complex and heaviest,
simultaneously.

; but had the greatest bulk capability. No concepts involving a forward load
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Table 20, Representative LFV Payloads

No. Description Weight (lb) Volume (ft 3)

I Staff 78.3 I. 0

2 Closeup photography camera 3 , 0.04

3 Geology tools (drill) 25 0.4

4 Drill, 10-meter 100 Z.0

5 Geophysical probe 11.2 1.2

6 t{eatflow thermal probe ZS.6 1.4

7 Penetrometer 4 0.01

8 Fascimile camera 6 0.5

9 Mass spectrometer (portable} 15 1.5

10 X-ray defractometer 20 1.0

11 Water detector 6 0.4

12 Aseptec sampling dev!cs 4 O. 2

13 Organic carbon analyzer 12 0.7

14 Active seismic (explosives) 8 0.2

15 RGM station I00

16 Passive seisraic lZ 0.7

17 Active seismic (geophones) _4 0.8

18 Vector magnetometer II.2 2.0

19 Laser reflector Z5 1.0

?.0 ALSEP ZZ3 9.0

which interferred with ingress and/or visibility were considered
acceptable. The study included consideration of 300 pounds of fuel as
extra payload, as well as scientific, equipment and a rescued astronaut.

noted in Figure 80, one of the controlling conditions was ground
clearance during landing at rotational angles resulting from horizontal
kinetic energy and ground slope.
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The parameters established for the investigation of Figure 81 con- _
sisted of miscellaneously loading the configuration depicted by Part H of
Figure 79. All fore and aft vehicle trimming is accomplished by distributing
the load as much as possible and limiting the crewman displacement from
-1 to +6 inches.

Payload B utilize_ the NASA-requested payload, consisting of a

2Z-pound tool kit, a 14-pound spectrometer, an 80-pound staff, a 21-pound
gravimeter, an ll-pound camera, and a 5-pound empty sample case. A
340-pound astronaut is translated 3.5 inches in this configuration. Payload
B with sample case full (125 pounds) can be balanced by rearranging the
payload, thus leaving the crewman on the c.g. of the LFV.

Payload C involved only an empty sample case, a tool kit, and a
100-pound low-density payload carried on the aft load pan. A maxir,_:_m

width is established for this load, but the other two dimensions can be
somewhat more flexible.

Payload D is a case involving a ZZ-pound tool kit and a full sample
case weighing 125 pounds. A 5-inch seat translation is required. _

Payload E depicts an additional 300 pounds of f,el carried in four
12. _.- by 17.4-inch Apollo-type reaction control system tanks. The tanks _J
are arranged so that no translation of the crewman is required.

For the selected configuration {Figure 19), the payload concept was
to accommodate miscellaneous payloads and individual (one-package) pay-
loads up to 100 pounds. The individual payload case dictated the 6 inches
of seat translation.

Preliminary Design

At the completion of the parametric phase, none of the concepts
{described in the preceding) were entirely satisfactory. However, during
the preliminary design phase, the visibility and ingress/egress dis-
advantages _c the design of Figure 80 were eliminated while the advantages
were retained. This was accomplished simply by rotating the pilotls

seat alignment 45 degrees from the load pan axis, as shown in Figure 19.
Seat adjustment is plus 6 inches or minus 1 inch along the load pan axis.

The vehicle must be balanced within about one-half inch prior to

takeoff, as engine gimbal angle does not allow for a large offsetc.g.

correction. Itis expected that on a given LFV flightthe astronaut would
know the required seat locationfrom predetermined program data.
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Therefore, the only problem would be deviation3 from this flight program

and picking up unknown objects, such as rocks, etc. When the astronaut

added unknown objects to the LFV, he would be required to weigh this

payload and determine +he seat and payload location. Alternates would be

to provide a central jack and balancing level, deployable knife-edge jacks

at each of the landing pads along with the balancing level, or in-flight seat

adjustment to balance the vehicle.

Payload Capability

TIAe preliminary design arrangement of load pans has the capability

defined in the curves of Figure 8Z, where the least payload density (bulkiest

payload) is the parameter. The curves refer to the aft payload, the

forward load being assumed as centered.

LUNAR MODULE INTEGRATION

LFV stowing on the lunar module (LM) for transport to the lunar

surface, removal of the LFV from Lhe LM, and integration of propellant

servicing are considered in this subsection.

t As _enera' requirements, the LFV should not compromise any LMfunctionr cr require any additional flight testing of the LM for qualification.

Removal from the LM should be reliable and should be accomplished

safely and quickly by one astronaut. If folding or disassembly is required

for stowing, assembly should require minimum time and exertion and

should be accomplished by one astronaut.

During the precontract activity, several areas were considered for

stowage of the two LFV's, and a location on the upper aft area of the decent

stage was selected. However, this location was rather higl: .bore the lunar

surface, which complicated LFV removal. It also was unacceptable with

respect to the LM because the location interferred with spacecraft/LM

adapter (SLA) access and because no protrusions from the descent stage

above the ascent stage separation plane were permitted by LM ground rule,

since this would jeopardize ascent stage abort. At the inception of the

contracted study, Reference 23 was forwarded by NASA as representing

the accepted LM interface requirement. This document defines the corner

compartments, as shown in Figure 83, as being available. Figure 84

illustrates stowage of the baseline configuration in these compartments.

For this design, the LFV was constrained between Stations X = 133.6 and

X = 193.5, Y = -30, and Z = +30, and was to have minimum protrusion

into the reaction control system (RCS) entline plume area. As may be seen,

the four truss struts were folded, and the fuel tank was telescoped as far as
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possible, but the LFV still protrudes beyond the lower allowable limit.

This investigation, conducted early in the study, reaffirmed an important

fact: the stowing envelope is a strong constraint on the LFV and must be

considered early in configuration concept development.

The corff;.guration illustrated in Figure 6 does not extend beyond the

maximum allowable stowing envelope but requires excessive dismantling.
The four pads, attenuators, and drag link assemblies must be removed

(rather than hinged), and the console, seat, and footrest _ssemblies are

removed. The excessive EVA time requir'-d to reassemble these items is

a diaadvantage.

Stowing of the concept shown in Figure 7 is similar to that of Figure 6.

The stowing envelope is not violated, but extensive removal of LFV com-

ponents is required. The four landing pads, lower :frame, and cargo carrier

are _'emoved and stowed as separate items, and the console and foot support

require f_ _.ding.

After inspecting a LM descent stage at MSC and aft,,r discussions with

NASA, it was (letermined that the LM corner compartment aft bulkhead

(located at station X = 131. 14) could be penetrated without c_mpromising the

LM. The LM heat shield located at Station X = 116.34 now re_resent,_ the
lower envelope limit. This extension of the stowage envelope a_lowed the

two-tank concepts to be stowed without tdescoping the fuel tank.

The stowed configurations of Figures 12 and 85 are quite different due

to the stowage philosophy considered, but the concepts are essentially

interchangeable. In Figure IZ, the stowed envelope was again minimized,

which required additional dismantling of the LFV. The two cargo decks

and one of the landing pad struts are removed and stowed as separate items.

The three remaining struts v.re telescoped and rotated as shown. Finally,

the console and yaw thruster truss must be rotated. By allowing local

protrusions around the gear, but still within the overall envelope constraints,

the LFV can be stowed intact except for hinging of the console and forward

cargo deck (Figure 85). In this version, the LFV shroud would be removed,

the LFV vehicle uncaged and rem_,ved from the ELM, and the LFV deployed
with a minimum of EVA time and exertion of the astronaut.

The three-gear concept of Figure 86 was an attempt at simplification,
but has stowage problems because the longer gear struts require a canted

hinge linz to stow as illustrated. The console is again folded, and the cargo

decks would be telescoped inboard as shown.

Due to the increased tank spread of the design of Figure 17, the

stowing problem was magnified. The LFV was inverted within the ELM

bay and tilted 6.25 degrees to best utilize the allowable stowage volume.
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As ilhlstrated, minimum clearance is maintained at the four landing pads,
oxidizer and helium tanks, pilot seat, console, and the two cargo decks.
For stowing, the seat is _.ranslated forward, and the footrest, cargo decks,
and console are rotated as shown.

Stowing of the selected concept (Fi_ ..... i9) is illustrated in Figure Z1.
The arrangement is similar to that of Figu_ c i7, although the vehicle is
deeper. The vehicle extends past the cori_er compartment bulkhead and

below the LMD aft heat shield line by 1.4 inches. The legs extend into
the RCS plume area approximately Z0 inches. The latter ptnetrationis
considered acceptable (see Reference Z3), and the extent of plume protection
required is subject to a heating analysis. The shroud shown intbe figure
is a maximum requirement, even with the cutout areas indicated, and could
be reduced in all areas except the lower face, where ejecta protection is
required. The b_sic design is a thermally open compartment (one of two
choices described in the LM int,-face document, Reference 23) with LM
insulation on the inner walls of the compartment.

The penetration of +he aft bulkhead could be reduced if part of the
thrust vector control (TVC) gimbal travel can be ,.aed to track a propellant
c.g., excursion. For example, if the tanks are closed up 4 inches and only

partiallybalanced, the gimbal angle required to track the c.g. is• I.4 degrees.

At present, the penetration of the aftbulkhead requires that the
LM corner lower diagonal be removable both for LFV/LM mating and after

lunar landing. Althoagh this is an undesirable interface requirement, itis
not a severe compromise. With proper design, ,+hestructural integrityof
the LM can be maintained at a Z- to 4-1b weight pe,taltyfor the removability

provision.

To stow, the seat is translated forward {utilizingthe tracks available}
and rotated 45 degrees, both cargo decks are rotated down 45 degrees, the
right-hand attitude controller _.s rotated approximately 90 degrees upward
across the oxidizer tank, the left-hand console is rotated approximately
90 degrees upward across the seat, and the f,. )trest assembly rotates down
and aft to an area under the fuel tank. _

Propellant tank support beams arc utilized to support and remove the
LFV from the LM. To remove the LFV, it would be uncaged from the LM at
each tank support, and the hoist cable would be released to permit outward
and downward motion until the lower portion locks at a detent in the lower
tracks. The cable assembly would then permit rotation of the LFV until _he
landing pads contacted the lunar surface. The unit would then be manually

released from the lower track, and the cables
would be disconnected. The

deployable and replaceable items on the LFV would then be deployed and
secured.
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After the takeoff pad is deployed and secured, the LFV would be ._

manually transported to the takeoff site, the propellant lines would be

unreeled, propellant would be transferred from the LM to the LFV, and

the vehicle would be checked out prior to flight.

The second available bay of the LM descent stage is utilized to stow

the miscellaneous lunar support equipment, additional helium tanks, and

[scientificexperiments. Ample volume is available for this stowage. The

lunar support equipment includes the two propellant transfer hoses, the two

propellant vent lines, portable checkout unit, remote takeoff pads, LM-site

landing/takeoff pad, _nd tools.

LUNAR SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Lunar Support Equipment (LSE) requirement areas requiring

investigation were identified early in the study for support of the following

operations:

I. LFV assembly and deployment

Z. Checkout

5. Propellant servicing )

4. Helium vessel replacement

5. LM site landing and takeoff

6. Remote site takeoff

7. Preflight weight and balance determination

8. Standby (fueled) storage

9. Dormant (long duration) storage

A description of these operations is contained in Volume Z, and servicing

operations are discussed further under "Propulsion Subsystem" in
Volume 3.

As operational and design concepts developed, the characteristics of

the equipment were defined. In a few areas, special studies were needed,

notably the servicing equipment (see Figure 87 and Volume 3) and the takeoff

. debris protection mats (see following paragraphs) defined as needed equip-

ment for Items 5 and 6 above. Since weight minimization is the dominant
L,I
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criterion, equipment was eliminated wherever possible. Eliminations 4)

included: wheels, sleds, and other aids for transport from the LM to the

takeoff site (Item l); all except minor tools for Items 4 and 7: and thermal

protective covers for Items 8 and 9.

Lunar Debris Control

During the descent and ascent of the lunar flying vehicle from the

surface of the moon, there exists a strong possibility that rocket exhaust

gases will kickup and impart velocity to lunar debris. Debris with sufficient

size and velocity could cause some damage to the lunar module structure,

propellant tanks, plumbing controls, etc., if some precautions are not

taken. The pilot and passenger astronaut are also in danger if lunar

particle_ puncture protective space suits.

Helicopters encounter debris problems during landings and takeoffs

from unprepared sandy or dry soil. In the Army and Air Force efforts to

control dust and debris, various concepts from spraying fast-curing resin

and foams on the proposed landing area to deploying portable landing mats

were evaluated. The resin and foam techniques required a special on-board

pressurized system which did not always function reliably and reduced

payload capacity. The mat concept proved to be more feasible, although "_
the final solutiGn was development and installation of high-capacity dust

filtering units for gas, oil, and air intake systems, and a layer of plastic

tape applied to blade leading edges.

While the main problem for the helicopter is dust ingestion and not

damage to structural members from flying debris, the reverse, is true in

the case of the lunar flight vehicle. The resin and foam concept that was

considered for helicopter application was reviewed, but the same plumbing

and resin weigi_t, the even less predictable reliability of operation on the

lunar surface (30 operations after one month storage in the thermal,

radiation, and vacuum of space), and the added weight to the vehicle remain.

In addition, calculation indicated that 5 to 10 pounds of resin per landing

would be required to satisfactorily stabilize the lunar soil, particularly in

the area immediately below the rocket engines, where gas velocities, impact

energies, and thermal loads are high. The second method would require I
the astronaut to deploy a lightweight plastic or foil mat with augmented

thermal protection in the projected plume impingement area. !

For the LFV, a minimum_area, four-pointed star mat configuration
was considered. The points of the mat are pinned to the lunar surface and

afford debris protection to each landing gear. Kapton film a_d nickel foil
were considered for the main mat mater_al, and 7.6 lb/ft cork was

evaluated for ablative thermal protection in the 4- by 4-fcot projected plume _'_
impingement area. Weight predictions for the lunar mat were made from

qW
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a

the data contained in Figure Z, which shows a plot of material (Kapton,

nickel, and cork) weight for various areas protected. Using the data in
Figures 88 and 89, weight values per hop for reasonable mat designs appear
to be 3. 315 for l-rail nickel with a 1/16-inch layer of cork, and a 3.30 pound
for 5-rail Kaptcn with 1/8-inch cork.

A third concept involved integrating the debris impact protection sys-
tem with the underbody thermal protection system which is required to
reduce the effect of engine plume radiation.

Comparison of Concepts _ and 3 showed that the mat was the only
certain Lightweight solution. Underbody protp=_ion is potentially lighter
and more efficient operationally, but only if ::he plume ejecta model
indicates that Little or no protection is needed. The mat concept depends
on prevention rather than protection, and a precise plane ejecta model _s
not needed for _ts design. At present, insufficient data on the ejecta model
makes the mat choice the preferred one.

Weight and Balance Equipment

To accommodate changes in LFV payloads, pilot weight, and other

E variations, LSE weight and balance aids were considered. To perform thisoperation, balance points on the vehicle would be needed, along with a small
portable spring-weight _scale. A central ball pivot was considered, but it

would necessarily be a telescopic type to allow retraction, sincp engines

and pilot seat are in the center of the vehicle. Pivots located on the landing
pads, which are deployable in pairs by the pilotts foot, were also considered.

A preprogrammed metltod requiring only a spring scale was selected

as being simpler and substantially lighter. The method utilizes grid
coordinates on the load pans, and mission plan bool_ data to permit the
crew to load any part or all of the payload properly. If lunar rock samples
are to be Loaded, they would be weighed first, and the data book would be
used to indicate load placements. All other items are of known mass and
dimensions.

PreLiminary Design

With the exception of servicing equipment (described in Volume 3)
no LSE preliminary designs were developed for this study phase. A listof
the items required and an estimate of their weights is shown under IVMass
Properties Summary. "

fl
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MASS PROPERTIES SUMMARY _

The weight data are presented in tabular form for the baseline

configuration of the one-man lunar flying vehicle in the spacecraft summary

weight statement. A configuration description has been included for

c[arification of the mass properties data. The primary distinguishing

characteristics of the baseline configuration are one man seated for flight

operation with four dual-axis gimbaled engines, eight actuutors, stability-

augmented control, four landing gear legs with eight attenuators, and two

spherical propellant tanks containing 300 pounds of usable propellant.

Summary and detail mass properties for the 100-pound and 370-pound
payload cases are, respectively, on tabulated forms derived from

MIL-M-38310A(USAF). Basically, mass properties data were developed

from analysis of preliminary design drawings, mission and design require-

ments, and empirical data. The vehicle empty weight includes a 10-percent

growth factor. The significant mass properties are given in Tables 21

through 24.

Table 21. Vehicle Weight and Balance

Center of Gravity (In.) -r_,
Weight

Condition (lb) X Y Z - _

Empty 303.6 2.5 -0.2 100.2

Burnout with pilot only 692.6 1. 1 -0.1 87.4

Burnout with pilot 792.6 0.9 -0. 1 88.4

+ 100-1b payload

Burnout with pilot 1062.6 0.7 -0. 1 90.2

+370-1b payload

Gross Weight 992.6 0.7 -0. 1 91. 1

pilot only

Gross weight - (100-lb 1092.6 0, 7 -0. 1 91.5

payload)

Gross weight - (370-1b 1362.2 0.5 -0.0 92.3

payload

Lunar escape 1188.7 -Z. 8 -Z. 2 79.4

configuration - burnout

Lunar escape 2188.7 -1.5 -1.2 84.9

configuration - gross i9

J
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Table 23. Vehicle Summary Weight Statement, Baseline Configuration -/

lO0-1b 370-1b

Pilot Payload Payload Lunar

Code S},stem Only Caee Case Escape

Z. 0 Body structure 36.9 36.9 36.9 30.4

3.0 Induced environment 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0
Protection

4.0 Launch recovery and 6Z. 1 62. 1 62. 1 6Z. 1
docking

5.0 Main propulsion 98, 3 98, 3 98. 3 194. 9

7.0 Prime power source 18. 3 18. 3 18, 3 18, 3

8.0 Power conversion and 8.8 8.8 8.8 8, 8
D i s t r ibution

9.0 Guidance and Navigation 3Z. 9 32.9 32. 9 32.9

14.0 Personnel provisions 9.3 9.3 9.3 14.4

15.0 Crew Stationcontrol Z5.8 25.8 Z5.8 25.8
and panels

Program roundoff 0.Z 0.Z 0.Z 0. ]

Subtotals 303.6 303.6 303.6 398.7

17.0 Personnel 380.0 380.0 380.0 760. 0

Subtotals 683.6 683.6 683.6 1158.7

18.0 Cargo -- I00.0 370.0 --

Subtotals 683.6 783.6 1053.6 1158.7

Zl.0 Residual propellant and 9.0 9.0 9.0 30.0
service items

Subtotals 69Z.6 79Z. 6 1062.6 1188.7

ZS.0 Usable propellant 300.0 300.0 300.0 I000.0

TOTALS (Ib) 99Z. 6 1092.6 1362.6 2188.7 i'_
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_ Table 24. Lunar Flying Vehicle Flight Elements
Summary Weight Statement

Item

Weight Total Weight
Item (Ib) (Ib)

Vehicle 303.6

Replacement items

Helium vessels (Z) Z0.0 Z0.0

Lunar support equipment*

Checkout equipment 5.0
Landing mats (I large, 4 small) 7 5

Tools, weighing scale, mat stakes 5.0

Propellant servicing hoses (Z) 21.0

38.5 38.5

LM modifications and stowing
accessories*

LM lower corner diagonal modification 4. 0
LFV protective shroud 15.0
LM attach fittings 6. O
LFV support braces 2.0
Hoist rails 6.0

Hoist 5.0

38.0 38.0
I

System Installed Weight 400. 1 :_
,A

/.

*Estimated weights

?
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PULSE-MODULATED THRUSTER CONCEPT

Pulse modulation of the engine provides an alternate means of

controlling the magnitude and the position of the thrust vector. In the pulse

modulation mode, the impulse rate of the engine is altered by varying the

amount of time that the engine is left on. The variation may be accomplished

by use of an off-on valve operated by a solenoid. The primary reason for

considering the pulsed concept was to determine the feasibility of using the

Marquardt R4D 100-1b thrust engines which are used in pulse-mode to provide

RCS thrust for the lunar module. Since the LFV engines are the longest-

leadtime item, it is anticipated that the use of the R4D engines would lead

to a reduction in development time.

Primary emphases in this Company-sponsored study were placed on

assessment of the characteristics of the R4D engine, colnparison of the

ranging capability of pulsed-thruster and proportionately throttled concepts,

determination of vibration-isolation requirements for pulse-mode operation,
and the development of candidate design concepts. The following sections
summarize the results of these studies.

R4D Engine Characteristics

The characteristics of the Marquardt R4D engine are presented in _}

Table 25. The "Specification" column presents the characteristics for which

the engine is currently qualihed; the "Demonstrated" column presents the

regions where additional engine development has been accomplished.

In this study, emphasis was placed on the qualified capability in order

to determine the feasibility of using the R4D engine without modification.

This implied the following characteristics:

T = 100 pound/enginemax

Minimum on-time = 0. 020 second (assumed to be twice the minimum

pulse width)

Pulse frequency less than 5 cycles/second (allows 4 sorties at less

than I0,000 pulses)

The specific impulse of the R4D e:_gine is presented in Figure 90 as a

function of percent of maximurn thrust for operation at 6.7 cycles/second

frequency and a mixture ratio oi 2.0. These data were used in estimating

flight-performan,.e characteristics.

,9
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Figure 90. 1_zlse-Width Modulated Performance - R4D
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Table 25. Marquardt R4D Engine Characteristics 3

Parameter Specification Demonstrated

Thrust 100 lb 25 lb to 170 lb

Propellants NzO4/A- 50 or MMH --

Mixture ratio 2. 0 1. 5 to 2. 1

Specific impulse 276 sec Up to 297

Pulse width 0. 010 sec to continuous --

Number of pulses 10,000 103,000

Operating life 1,500 sec 31,000 sec

Chamber pressure 94 psia --

Area ratio 40 : 1 "" 3

Dry weight 4.9 lb --

Length 1 3.4 - -

Diameter 5.7 --

Pulse d- Th rus te r C onc epts

Two basic concepts were studied: (I)a concept which uses the pulsed _
thrusters to provide platform rotationfor thrust-vector rotation;and (Z)a

concept which has thrusters canted both fore and aftwhich are pulsed to _.
provide thrust-vector inclinationand magnitude control while retaininga

level platform.

Conceptual designs of these systems are shown in Figures 91 and 9Z
respectively. The tilting-platform concept has eight R4D thrusters located
in a square platform (two per corner for engine-out redundancy). The level-
platform concept also has eight R4D engines, four on each side of the

vehicle. These are arranged in pairs pointing forward and aft at a 45 degree

angle from the vertical, j
IB
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Figure 92. Level-Platform, Inu]=ed.Thru|ter Concept
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Rotation of the tilting-platform concept in pitch and roll is achieved

by differentially pulsing the forward and aft engines and the left and right
engines, respectively. Yaw control is obtained (without pitch and roll

coupling) by differential pulsing of the opposing-corner engines. The engines

are canted at a 10-degree angle normal to the corner axis to provide a side
component of thrust for yaw control. Control of thrust-vector magnitude is

obtained by the pulsing of all engines.

Pitch-plane thrust-vector control of the level-platform concept is
obtained by either moving the astronaut forward and aft or moving the

engines forward and aft. The requirement to maintain a level platform
results in an increase in the aft thrust level and a decrease in the forward

thrust level as the c.g. is moved forward. This results in a component of
thrust in the forward direction. Out-of-plane maneuvering can be accom-

plished by either yawing or by introducing small roll angles. Platform
trim control is required to assure that platform attitude is maintained

during flight. Both the level and tilting platform concepts are assumed to
have stability-augmented systems with attitude-hold capability.

Both designs result in compact arrangements. As shown in Figures 91
and 9Z, with the tanks symmetrically located on the pitch axis, the center

of gravity would not lie in the center with full fuel tanks, and differential ,.:
throttling of the roll engine pairs would be required to achieve trim.

Further study of the tank arrangement is required to determine arrange-
ments which result in tr_m control boundaries. The payload is also located
off center, behind the seated astronaut, causing a similar pitch imbalance.
The resulting concept has a very low center of gravity and a low seat for
easy ingress and egress.

Engine-Induced Vibration /

A study was conducted to determine the effectsof engine-induced vibra- •
tion on the LFV structure and pilot. Itwas found that vibration isolationwill _i

J
be required in most cases to reduce the levels to those stipulatedas tolerable _

for the pilot (Reference Z4). If the engines are operated in such a manner :_:
that the vibration-excitationfrequency is always at least twice the basic 2_

engine-pulse rate, the vibration forces can be reduced to tolerable levels _
by simple spring isolationon each engine or on the pilotseat.

The configurationused in this Etudy included a structural frame hold-

ing a pilot seat at the center, a propellant tank on either side of the seat,
an engine cluster (4 engines each) outboard of e_.ch tank and a cargo platform

behind the seat. Subsystem components were considered to be distributed
to achieve mass balance, and the main frame was shock isolatedfrom the

landing gear assembly.
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For the purposes of the study, the structural main frame was sized J

to withstand an 8-g landing. A schematic of the frame and structure stiff-

ness in each section is shown in Figure 93. Based on these data, the

structure will have a vertical resonance (approximately a free-free beam

mode) at 35 hertz and a horizontal resonance at Z0 hertz. A schematic of

the assumed engine configuration is shown in Figure 94 along with engine

thrust and overall LFV weights used in the study.

An evaluation of several possible engine-firing sequences, which

would provide the liftthrust required for maximum and minimum vehicle

weights, was made to estimate the amplitude and frequency characteristics

of the vibratory forces from the pulsing thrusters. It was determined that

the basi_ vibration-excitation frequency in the vertical direction was nR,

where R is the basic engine pulse rate and n is the number of separate

engine firing lag times contained within one period at the basic pulse rate

(n varies from i to 8). That is, with simultaneous ignition and termination

of all engines, n = I; if the eight engines were individually ignited at equally

spaced intervals within one basic firing period, n = 8. The frequency of

horizontal vibration and pitch, roll, and yaw forces will be some integral

fraction of nR, dependent on the engine firing sequence. Table Z6 sum-

marizes the results of the study.

.')The amplitude of vibration forces will depend on the time phasing of

engine ignition and the overlapping of engine-firing time to accumulate the

desired overall liftthrust. For example, with lunar gravitational acceler-

ation on a full-weight vehicle, a time-averaged liftthrust of Z17 pounds is

required for hovering (T/W = i.0). If all eight engines were simultaneously

ignited, the total liftthrust would be 640 pounds, and the required engine

on-off time ratio would be 0. 34. Total thrust decay would occur prior to

engine reignition. This results in a peak-to-peak excitation force in the

vertical direction on the vehicle of 640 pounds at the basic engine pulse
rate (R).

Ifthe vehicle structure is structurally stiffat f/%efrequency of engine

ignition (i.e. , the first structural resonance is greater than three times

the engine pulse rate), a peak-to-peak excitation force of 640 pounds would

cause a vibration level of 0.25 g (peak) in a full-weight vehicle and 0.48 g

(peak) in a minimum-weight vehicle at the engine pulse rate of possibly 3.5

to 5 hertz. While these vibration levels are easily accommodated structur-

ally, data (Reference 24) indicate that levels in excess of 0.07 g, in the

frequency range from 3 to 25 hertz, will impede pilot performance.
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Figure 93. LFV Pulsed Thruster, Body Frame Schematic
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FORWARD *

EARTH MOON SLUGS

LFV MASS: MAX 1300 LB 217 L8 40.4
MIN 670 LB 112 L8 20.8

¢

PILOT& SUIT 380 LB 63 LB 11.8 '_:

(MAX & MIN INCLUDE PILOT & SUIT) l

tTOTAL LIFTREQMT'S MAX WT MIN WT T/W

LIFT-OFF 304 LB 156 LB 1.4
HOVER& FORWARDMOTION 217 LB 112 LB 1.0

Figure 94. Engine and Mass Data _or LFV Pulsed Thruster
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For an engine pulse rate (R) of 3. 5 hertz and a minimum-weight
vehicle, the vehicle vibration must be attenuated by a factor of 0. 073..

This would require a lightly damped isolation system (c/cc -< 0.02) with a
natural frequency of 1.25 hertz. If the system were used to isolate the
engine clusters from the main frame, the spring rate for the system would
have to be 50 pound/inch and permit a total vertical displacement in excess

of 6 inches. Such a system would permit large rotation of the engine
mounting plate, ard resultant thrust vector, whenever the burn times of

fore and aft engines of a cluster are different. If the engine mounting plate

were rigidly attached to the main frame and each engine independently
isolated by a spring-guide system, the spring rate for each system would
have to be 13 pound/inch with a free displacement length of 7 inches.

Isolation of the pilot seat, instead of the engines would require a system
with a spring rate of 30 pound/inch and Zl inches displacement. None of
these isolation systems is considered practical.

While the spring rates and displacement requirements for lightly
damped isolation systems are linearly related to the amplitude of applied

forces, they are dependent on the square of the frequency. Therefore, a
review was made of engine operational modes that would satisfy thrust
requirements for various conditions but would effectively increase the

frequency of vibration excitation to the LFV structure. Since only 320 )
pounds of lift thrust is required for a T/W = 1.4 on a full=weight vehicle,
the combined lift thrust from four engines is all that is required at any

time. This will permit an engine-firing sequence of four engines firing
alternately. For hovering a minimum-weight vehicle, the maximum oscil-

latory force will be 320 pounds (p-p) at a frequency of ZR as shown in
Figure 95. The amplitude of oscillatory forces can be further reduced and

the resultant excitation frequency increased by staggered ignition of engine
pairs (Figure 96) or individual engines (Figure 97). The data on Figure 97

indicate that staggered ignition of individual engines results in roll and yaw
forces which will have to be counteracted by the control system.

The fluctuation of lift and forward thrust forces for a maximum-weight ":

vehicle is shown in Figure 98. While four engines are used to attain the
maximum average lift thrust of 217 pounds, the ignition of engines Z and 8 i

are staggered with that of engines 4 and 6 so that the excitation frequency _
is 2R. The maximum-vector force (30 degrees to vertical) for this
condition is 160 pounds (p-p).

Of the probable operating modes, the staggered four-engine operation
of Figure 95 will give the most severe oscillatory forces (384-pound vector,
peak-to-peak) at the lowest effective frequency (2R). The isolation of the •

engine cluster is not considered feasible because of stability problems;
however, the isolation of the seat or of individual engines is reasonable.
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Figure 95. LFV Pulsed Thruster, Fluctuation of Lift Forces With Staggered
Ignition of Four Engines
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Figure 98. LFV Pulsed Thruster, Fluctuation of Lift and Forward
Forces With Staggered Ignitionof Paired Engines )

The seat-isolatorsystem would require a spring rate of ZI0 pounds/inch

, and allowable displacement of I.5 inches (p-p). The engine isolatorswould
< require guided, in-linecoil springs with a stiffnessof 173 pounds/inch and%,

.: allowable displacement of 0.53 inches (p-p).

3:
_' With either of these isolatorsystems, the vibration experienced by

the pilotwould be equal to, or less than, the tolerable 0.07 g for most
_' operating modes. If, for emergency cases, it were necessary to operate
_ engines so that the vibration frequency was R, the vibration experienced by

•:- the pilot would increase to 0. 28 g. This level is the published intolerable,
or stressed limit, and pilot performance will be degraded after short
periods of exposure.

Based on available engine operating data and estimated structural
characterist_.cs, it has been assumed during this study that there would be

no coupling between the pulsating engines and structural vibration modes.
This assumption is logical when only the fundamental excitation and response

frequencies are considered. Inspection of the force-time histories in
-" Figures 95 through 98 indicates that the oscillatory forces have considerable

._. harmonic content which will excite resonances in either, or both, primary
!_ and secondary structure. These higher frequency vibrations, like the

•_ - 240 -
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structural response to landing shocks, were not considered critical to the

pilot and have not been evaluated. Higher frequency vibration of this type

is critical to subsystem performance and will have to be analyzed if the

pulsed engine concept for the LFV is adopted.

Control System Characteristic s

In addition to the control-system studies presented in this report,

NASA/MSC personnel conducted studies which are not contained in this

report. Space Division studies were concentrated on the dynamics of

tilting-platform flight;the NASA studies concentrated on the dynamics of

level-platform flight.

A fully augmented control system was developed and mechanized in a

6-degree-of-freedom digital program to demonstrate the feasibility of a

pulsed-jet tilting-platform lunar flying vehicle. Duty cycles, attitude-limit

cycle amplitudes, vertical-trajectory oscillation amplitudes, and typical

ranging-performance data were obtained. The closed-loop control systems

are depicted in Figure 99. Pulse-width commands were computed at

0. Z5-second intervals to insure that no engine exceeded I0,000 cycles, the

present specification on the IVlarquardt R4D engines. Even though this

C. control frequency (4 cycles per second) may seem low for attitude control,good results were obtained even with a large center-of-gravity uncertainty.

Also of concern was the vertical steady-state oscillation produced by pulsed

jets. This effect was reduced to less than 0.7 inch by staggering the firing

times. Each jet was delayed i0 milliseconds in the following order: AI,

C I. BI, DI, A2, C2, BZ, D z (Figure I00). The total delay between the

first jet, AI, and the last, DZ, was 70 milliseconds. Total firing times

were constrained to 160 milliseconds out of each 250-millisecond interval.

This was necessary to obtain proper operation of a jet-delay simulation

subroutine and is not considered a necessary design feature. I,o doubt,

some performance penalty was introduced; however, this restriction would

be eliminated in any future simulation work and, of course, in the design

of the airborne-computer logic.

The altitude and downrange-velocity commands were programed as

functions of time. Those used to generate the trajectory data of Figures 101

through 104 are superiz_..posed on the altitude and velocity timelines. Rate

and attitude-time histories for zero center-of-gravity error are shown in

Figure 105. The effect on limit-cycle amplitude of a 0.05-foot center-of-

gravity error in x, y, and z axes may be seen by comparing Figures 105
and 106 through 108.

6
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1

PULSED LFV CONTROL SYSTEM

o.o5,_k'_O--17r- _ o.s_ J_ -* PWe(MS)
-'1' '- "

h--z / • , .... i | r_ l_vl_- _

I
z _

_RC

• PW's ARE PULSE WIDTH COMMANDS WHICH ARE SUMMED
FOR EACH JET

gRC' _RC' _RC ARE MANUAL ROTATION COMMANDS USED
FOR RETRIMMING ONLY IN A FULLY AUGMENTED SYSTEM

W 2 IS THE VEHICLE LUNAR WEIGHT

FIBure 99,, Control, System £er P_l.med J.,FV.'

9
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PULSEDLFV ENGINE GEOMETRY'

8 ENGINES

Z Z

ENGINES CANTED
X 10° FOR YAW CONTROL

B1, B2 [ AI'A0.5,_k.tY_
!

CI, C2 --_-_ _
D1, D2

- 2' --_

Figure 100. Engine Geometry for Pulsed LFV, Eight Engines
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Figure 102.Translational Dym, mies and Propellant Consumption
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Figure 103. Rotational Dynamics, Body Attitude in Radians
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Figure 105. Limit Cycle Amplitudes, Body Rates in RPS
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Figure 106. Limit Cyc_.e Amplitudes, Body Attitude in Radians
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Several conceptual levels of sophistication for an augmented flyer *_'

appear feasible. Some possibilities are as follows:

1. Attitude rate would require rate gyros and some electronics

(possibly an airborne computer) for generating reaction-jet

inputs.

Z. Adding body attitude to 1 would add some complexity to the
electronics.

3. In addition to attitude augmentation, a control loop would be added

for horizontal velocity. This capability would require three

accelerometers and an airborne computer.

4. Finally, altitude and altitude-rate control loops could be included

with essentially no additional hardware required over that

required for 3.

The fourth concept listed is the one which was simulated. Man-in-

the-loop simulation is required to evaluate concepts 1, 2, and 3 and is

required to investigate failure modes for all augmented concepts.

)
As a result of the analyses and simulation, it was determined that

control of both the attitude and translation of a tilting platform is feasible.

Further investigation will require man-in-the-loop visual simulation and

refinements in control- system logic.

A brief study of contingency modes indicated that sufficient thrust was

available for the 8-engine tilting-platform concept to recover from an engine

failure and continue the nominal mission profile. The eight-engine level-

platform design did not have sufficient thrust to continue the mission

profile unless platform tilting is used for thrust-vector control. This

result may be unique to the assumed engine arrangement.

Flight Performance

The ranging capability of pulsed-thruster concepts was compared

with the capability of the proportionately throttled concepts. Visual simu-

lation results were employed in determining propellant use during flight.
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Table Z7 summarizes the results of this study for three cases: (1) a

tilting-platform case with Isp = 280 seconds (which corresponds to a

proportionately throttled engiz,e), (Z) a tilting-platform case with Isp = 250
seconds (which corresponds to a pulse-throttled engine), and (3) a level-

platform case with Isp = Z50 seconds (pulse-throttled engine).

The level-platform configuration is the design previously shown with

engines tilted 45 degrees fore and aft in the pitch plane. The pilot-influence
propellant requiremen, obtained from visual simulation was based on a

proportionately throttled engine that was not canted at the large angle
associated with the level platform. The pilot-influence propellants were

determined in two segments, (1) landing-propellant requirements (66 pounds
for remote and homesite landings) and (2) trajectory-variation propellants

(35 pounds). Because of the effect of the lower Isp and the losses related
to canted engines vLuring a la_._ding maneuver, the landing-propellant
requirements are increased significantly for the level-platform case. The

results are shown in Table Z7. The operational radius for the concepts are

compared in Table Z7, which assumes a total loaded propellant of 300 pounds.
Constant-altitude trajectories are assumed for all cases. The tilting-

platform concepts follow "optimum cruise velocity" trajectories, described
in Volume 2 (Mission Analysis) which have a cruise portion at zero attitude

:'. angle between an acceleration and deceleration phase. The level-platform

trajectory is also a constant-altitude trajectory, but it does not have a
cruise portion. This trajectory assumes acceleration at maximum thrust-
vector inclination to the trajectory midpoint and deceleration during the

second half of the trajectory. This results in better performance for the

level platform (as compared to the "optimum cruise velocity" trajectory)

because of the high Isp losses at zero thrust-vector attitude caused by
thruster inclination. Table 27 indicates that the level-platform concept has

a considerably reduced operational radius as compared to the Isp = 280 sec-

onds, tilting-platform concept. Because of its reduced Isp, the tilting-
platform, pulse-throttled concept (Isp = 250 seconds) has an operational
radius of about 1. 1 nautical miles less than the proportionately throttled _ ,

(Isp = 280 seconds) tilting-platform concept.

Based on the above results, it was concluded that the large degrada- _

tion in range related to the level-platform concept did not justify the /_:_

potential gain in handling qualities, Even though the pulse-modulated, ,:_
t_lting-platform concept has a somewhat degraded range, the possibility of

using existing engines may justify this concept. Further studies of this
concept to establish a preliminary design are recommended.
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D
MODIFIED VEHICLE OPTIONS

100-POUND MAXIMUM PAYLOAD VEHICLE

As part of the parametric phase, a study was mad_ to establish the

gains that could be obtained by limiting the LFV payload design requirement

to I00 pounds as opposed to 370 pounds for the baseline version. The design

developed is shown in Figure 85. The general arrangement is effectively

the same as the Phase Z control configuration (Figure 17) except for the
load pans. The forward load pan may be omitted, and seat travel of

6 inches forward permits all of the load to be placed on the aft load pan.

These differences also apply to the preliminary design, Figure 19.

The maximum gross weight of the vehicle is reduced, permitting a reduc-

tion of engine thrust from 105 to 85 pounds. Since the maximum weight is

relatively unchanged, the required throttle ratio is reduced only 18 percent.

A dry weight reduction is obtained by reducing the size of payload racks,

body structure, landing gear, engines, and, for constant range, propellant

and pressurant tanks. As shown in Table Z8, the reduction was estimated

on two bases, constant propellant and constant range. The constant-

I propellant basis is more realistic, since it hnvolves no change to thepropellant tank diameter, which is fixed by available hardware tooling. It

permits a range increase of Z. 6 percent (at the same payload) and a dry

weight reduction of 14.4 pounds.

EARTHSHINE OPERATIONS VEHICLE

The baseline vehicle is designed for r nominal dawn (daylight) mission,

In Volume 3, Part III, "Thermal Studies, " the requirements _.ora design

suitable for earthshine operations were also developed. A su,nmary of those

results is shown in Table Z9. The additional insulation, heaters, and

batteries indicate a weight increase of Z5 pounds over the baseline vehicle.

It is not yet clear whether the baseline vehicle could be r_adil)

retrofitted for earthshine operations after manufacturing, since detailed

thermal design provisions such as he_t shorts, thermal standoffs, and '._
r

thermal coat._ngs are not yet defined. At this time, however, it appears that

fundamental di{ferences would exist at final assembly, and retrofit would

not be possible anless one or both vehicles were severely compromised. _

In any case, substantial differences in zhermal and detailed design engineer- i
ing and tests are involved for the two vehicles,
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Table Z8. Weight Reduction, 100-Pound Maximum Payload Vehicle ..

Item Dry Weight (lb)

CONSTANT PROPELLANT

Payload racks 2.0
Body structure 2. 3
Landing gear 5.2
Engine 2.0
Growth 2.9

Total 14.4

Range increase: Z. 6%

CONSTANT RANGE

Payload racks Z. 0
Body structure 2. 3

Landing gear 5. 3
Engine Z. 0

Propellants and 1.2
pressurants ,d

Growth 3.2

Total 16.0

Propellant decrease: 5.8 lb

Table 29. Earthshine Vehicle Differences

Estimated

Dry Weight Increase
Item (lb)

Tank insulation (0.5 in) Z

Heater and Batteries

Tanks 13

Engines and lines 6

Subtotal 21

Growth allowance 4

Total 25 0
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ESCAPE-TO-ORBIT VEHICLE

A configuration showing modifications to the baseline vehicle for an

escape-to-lunar-orbit capability is shown in Figure 109, and the correspond-

ing weight statement is shown in Table Z3. The design requirement is to

reach a lunar orbit altitude of 50,000 feet carrylng the two crew members.

This requires additional propellant (a propellant fraction of 0.5) to achieve

the ideal velocity requirement of about 6,500 fps. The thrust-to-weight

ratio required is from 0. 3 to 0.5 and results in the requirement for at least

three additional engines. The design shown is capable of retrofit on the

lunar surface, but not without some complicated operations. These com-

plications were kept to a minimum to hold the modification time to a value

that might be required under emergency conditions. For this reason, the

landing gear is not removed, althouth a reduction in propellant could be

obtained in that manner. As shown in the figure, the two payload decks are

removed, and the following major assemblies are added:

i. Two heliun-_vessel assemblies (LFV type)

Z. Two propellant tanks and engine cluster assemblies (Z0-inch

cylindrical tanks with two engines each, LFV type modified for

I constant thrust and ungimbaled)

3. One escape mission console (additional guidance and navigation,

and displays)

4. One passenger support assembly

The added propulsion system is independent of the basic LFV system,

rather than being integrated. After initialboost, the LFV system would be

[_ throttled back while stillproviding thrust vector control. The fixed thrust

supplemental system reaches depletion first, and the remainder of the pro-

file is completed by the LFV system.

It is probable that the modifications involve some design compromises

to the LFV, primarily with respect to secondary structure, where lunar

surface assembly fittings are involved.
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